BEFORE TITE DISTRICT OF COLTTMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Ingomar Street, NW
Washington, DC 20015

AccountNo:5
Case No: 19-444667

Amounts in Dispute: $971.36
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 8,2020 at 10:00 a.m.
The customer contested a water and sewer bilt for the above accorurt for the period of
time December 18, 2018 to February 7,2019. The DC Water and Sewer Authority
@C Water)'
determined that the dispute was untimely. The customer requested an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 8,2020. Present for hearing were
and Kimberly Anington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC
Water.
The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
with his family. The house has three (3) bathrooms, one kitchen, two (2)outside faucets,
a dishwasher, a washing machine and radiators.
has occupied the house since
December 1999 andreports that his water and sewer bill has always been below One Hundred
Fifly Dollars ($150.00) eachbilling cycle.
stated that he experienced a high bill problem in May 2018 and he spoke
with June Adams, a customer service representative, and Ms. Adams agreed to refund Fifteen
Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) of the charge of One Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-five Dollars
and ninety-nine cents ($1,525.99).
stated that DC Water technicians had been
working in the sheet which suggests to him that there was a leak, however, he stated that he does
not know why (the basis for) the adjustment was made.

testified that, in this case, he saw no ice or standing water and he was
unaware of any leaks. He asserted that no plumbing work had been performed in or about his
house. He stated that he had had no guests and had not taveled during the period in dispute.
Ms. Arrington stated that
dispute was untimely. She asserted that the
charges were based upon actual meter reads and she pointed out that the customer had an
automated system.

bill

Ms' Anington testified that there was a spike in water usage at the property which started
on December 21,2018 and continued until December 29,2018 when usage started to decline.
Ms. Arington stated that water usage at the property continued to decline until December 31,
2018.

Ms. Arrington stated that the period in dispute covered sixty-trvo (62) days. She asserted
that the period in dispute was lengthen because when a customer's bill is oof *itttin normal
usage range, the bill is kicked out of the billing system in order to allow the utility to check the
accuracy of the billing. Ms. Arrington" further, explained that DC Water did nottonduct an
interior audit of the customer's home because by the time,
contacted the utility his
water usage was back to nonnal.
Ms. Arrington testified that during the period of increased water usage- December 21,
continuously running. She testified that she
could see from the meter reads that the high usage on December 31, 2018 at 5:00 p.m. Ms.
Arrington asserted that when one sees such a pattem of high-water usage and stoppage, it
suggests that a toilet was the culprit. She suggested to the customer that he cnecl thJ flappers in
his toilets with particular attention to unused or lessor used toilets within the house.
201 8 to December 3 I , 201 8, the water meter was

acknowledged that he received letters from DC Water advising him that high
water ruiage was occurring in the home.
admitted that he did not open the letters
from DC Water because he thought that the letters were copies of his bill statement which he
paid by credit card on-line.
stated that he did not receive an email alert of highwater usage occurring at his home.

Ms. Arrington testified that DC Water pulled the customer's water meter for testing and
to l0l.l7% accuracy which is within the accepted range for

the water meter was determined
water meter accuracy.

asked Ms. Arrington howthis could have happened twice and in response,
Ms. Arington informed the customer that she sees on his meter reads that there was a spike in
water usage at the properry again on February 25,2019.
Based upon the testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the Hearing Officer
makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

l.

The proper[y involved is a single-farnily residence owned and occupied by

. (Testimony of
)
2. The period in dispute is l2lr8/2018 to zl7/20t9. (Testimony of the parries)
3. High water usage was reported occurring at the residence starting t)lZtlZOtS to
12/31/2018. (Testimony of Kimberly Anington; DC water Meter Read Report)
4. DC Water sent to the customer high water usage alerts when the spike wasbccurring,
however, the customer failed to open the mailed noticed believingthat the notice was his
bill statement. (Testimony of
)
5. The customer contacted DC Water to dispute his February 8, 2019 bill on May 8, 2019.
@C Water Customer Contact Note dated 5/S/2019)
6. DC Water did not conduct an interior audit of the house for leaks and the customer was
unaware of any leaks in the home. (Testimony of the parties)
7. DC Water pulled and tested the water meter and the water meter was determined to have

8.

l0l.l7% accuracy. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
Despite asserting that the bill dispute was untimely, DC Water investigated the dispute.
(Testimony of the parties; DC Water Investigation report datedS/20/Zbtq; OC Water
Customer Contact Note dated 5/8/2019)
CONCL

I

'

2.

OF

LAW

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the

decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and420.g)
DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the

following:
(a) Veriff the computations made in the fomrulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Verifr the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftfrrl registration;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter formalfunction;

(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfirnction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See, 2l DCMR 403.

3.

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 2l DCMR 408
which states: "fn cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustrnent shall be
made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption, except as may be approved
by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will further a significant public interest.',)
4. An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water for
water, sewer and groundwater sewer service by either:
(a) Paying the bill, and notiffing WASA in writing that he or she believes the bill to be
incorrect and is paying underprotest; or
(b) Not paying the current charges contained in the bill and notifring WASA in writing,
within ten (10) working days after receipt ofthe bill ofthe reason(s) why the bill is
believed to be incorrect.
(See,21 DCMR $402)
5' "Challenges received after the ten-day (10) period stated in $402.1 will be deemed to
have been filed in an untimely manner...." 2l DCMR 9402.2

DECISION
The customer in this matter failed to establish that more likely than not the
disputed was incorrect.

bill being

The evidence and testimony established that a significant spike in water usage occurred at
the customer's home during the period in dispute. DC Water established that its water meter was
properly recording water used at the home and the urtility prese,nted meter reads from the
propetty reflecting when the spike started and when it stopped. The utility, also, had evidence
and the customer admitted that the

utility had sent to him high water usage alerts that high water
usage was occurring at the propedy. The customer admitted that he failed/neglected to open the
alert letter.
The evidence further established that the customer failed to timely dispute the February
2019 bill. His testimony wits that he used auto-pay with his credit card and failed to notice the
high bill or that his credit card had been taken offof his water account. DC Water's notes
established that the customer noticed the high

bill for water usage back in February 2019 because
his water se,lrrice was intemrpted for non-payment and a lien had been placed by DC Water.
In this case, the evidence established that the customer was laxed in keeping aware of his
water bill palment and reading notices sent to him- No basis is found to relieve the customer of
his responsibility for payment of water used at his property. DC Water suggesied that the
customer check his toilet flappers, however, that the high usage was caused by a toilet is only
speculated since by the time the customer contacted DC Water to dispute the charge, high water
usage was no longer occurring at the property.

In instances where the utility's
is found to be operating properly and the cause
of higlr-water consumption is undetermind the municipal regulations bar DC Water from
adjusting the customer's accormt for high water consumption (See, 2l DCMR
$40t)
As such" the customer was untimely in his dispute of the bill brf nevertheless, DC Water
invstigated his bilt challenge and nothing was prese,nted to relieve the customer from
responsibility for payment of the water used or to show that the water as charged was not
consumed at the property.
Accordingly, the customer's dispute is disrnissed based upon procedural rrntimeliness and
lack of substance.

By:
W. Blassingame,
Date:

20 Lo

Officer

Copy to

Ingomar Street, NW
Washington, DC 20015

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AT]THORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Reno Road,

NW

Washington, DC 20008

Account No:
Case No: 19-323722

Amounts in Dispute: $856.56
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Offrcer
January 9,2020 at 1:00 p.m.
The customer contested a water and sewer bill for the above account for the period of
time DecemberT,20LB to January 4,2019. The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water)
determined that the charges were valid and no adjustment was warranted. The customer
requested an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 9,2020. Present for hearing were
and Kimberly Arrington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water.
The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
his wife and three (3) children. The house has four (4) full bathrooms, two (2) half bat}rooms,
one kitchen" a washing machine, utility sink, two (2) outside faucets, a fish pond and radiators.
stated that his water and sewer bill has been typically in the One Hundred Dollar
($100.00) range each billing cycle.
stated that he and his family were away between December 21,2018 and

December 31,2018.
The customer stated that he telephoned DC Water on February 6,2019 to dispute his bill,
however, no one from the utility called him back so he telephoned the utility, again, in
September 2019.

testified that he noticed that his water meter had an unlocked iron lid and,
then, a couple days of later, he saw that the lid had been changed.
stated that contractors had been in his neighborhood months prior to his

receipt of the high bill.
The customer noted that he received an Investigation Letter from DC Water one day after
his call to the utility in September.

Ms. Arrington testified that the meter reads from the property are field reads. She stated
that the meter transmittal unit (MTLD at the property was not working.

Ms. Anington asserted that the customer's dispute was untimely and she noted the
Investigation letter. After referring to the Investigation letter, she acknowledged that neither the
Bill Investigation Report nor its accompanying letter mentioned that the dispute was not timely
made by the customer. Ms. Arrington, then, stated that the Petition was what was referenced in a
customer contact note dated March 14,2019 as being untimely

Ms. Arrington testified that DC Water pulled the water meter for testing and that the
meter was determined to have 100.43o/o acatracy.
Ms. Arrington stated that the customer did not receive a high usage alert letter from DC
Water and there were no HUNA alerts by the utility. When Ms. Anington searched on her
computer, she stated that she could not tell if work was being done in the customer's
neighborhood but there was no work under
address.
interjected that
Reno Road and Springland was the neighborhood area where DC Water was working and that
the work was performed in the Spring or Summer, although he could not recall exactly when the
work was done.
stated that the utility was removing pipe approximately six (6)
months to a year ago.
Ms. Arrington stated that the MTU at the property had not worked since year 2017 and
was replaced in November 2019.
stated that he had had no plumbing work done in his house.

Ms. Arringlon stated that she could not explain why there was extended billing between
July 2019 and November 2019 and she stated that she could not say when the spike in water
consumption occurred at the customer's home. Ms. Arrington, firther, acknowledged that DC
Water did not offer an interior inspection for leaks to be performed at the property. Ms.
Arrington added that no interior inspection was oflered because usage had declined by the time
the customer contacted DC Water regarding his bilt.
Based upon the testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the Hearing Officer
makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

l.
2.
3.

4.

The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
and his family. (Testimony of
The period in dispute is December 7,2018 to January 4,2019, (Testimony of the

parties)
The customer received a high water and sewer bill and called DC Water on February
6,2019 to dispute to dispute the bill. (Testimony of
; DC Water
Customer Contact note dated 02/0612019)
The customer heard nothing from DC Water for months after his initial call so he
telephoned DC Water on September 13, 2019 for the status of his bill dispute.
(Testimony of
; DC Water Customer Contact note dated 09/13/2019)

5.

DC Water conducted an investigation of the customer's dispute sometime between
the customer's telephone call in February and April 3,2}lg,however, DC Water did
not communicate the report to the customer until after the customer called in
Sepember 2019. (DC Water Customer Contact notesg/2}119,2/6/2019,3/ll/201g,

3/ADAI9 and4/3/2019)

6-

7.

Per DC Water's investigation of the dispute, the utility determined that it was not
receiving any reads in STAR and that a field read taken 3/6119 was not in line with
previous field reads. Thereafter, the utility closed the clarification case.
@C Water
Customer Contact note 3 I I I /2019)
DC Water did not generate a service order or send a technician to the property to
repair/replace the MTU wfiil9/1712019. (DC Water Customer Contact totes-

I 0 / 8 /20 19 and 4 / 3 /2019)
Not hearing anything from DC Water after his initial call in February 2019, the
customer telephoned DC Water on Septemb er 13,2019 and the service representative
created a new case file. (DC water customer contact note 9ll3/20L9)
9' DC Water went out to the property on9/1712019 and found the meter covered with an
iron lid and replaced iron lid and attached a MTU to the new lid.
@c water
Customer Contact note 10/8/2019)
10. The customer received an Investigation Report from the utility in which the utility
detennined that the charges were valid and that the account was billed based on actual
meter readings; the report did not mention that lack of elechonically sent meter reads.
(DC Water letter dated 9120/2019)
11. The MTU at the property did not transmit meter reads from year2017 to November
2019. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC water customer contact note
3tLt/2019)
12.DC Water cannot state when high water usage occurred at the property and it did not
alert the customer of high-water usage occurring at the property. (Testimony of
Kimberly Arrington)

8.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

2.

3.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that
the decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)
Once the customer establishes a prima facie case that s/he did not use and/or was not
responsible for payment of the water as charged, the burden shifts to DC Water to
rebut the customer's claim that s/he did not use the water as charged. ((Gatewood v.
DC WASA, 82 A.3d 4l,D.C. Court ofAppeals 2013)
DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the

following:
(a) Verifr the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Verify the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftful registration;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Checkthe meter formalfunction;

(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfi.rnction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See, 21 DCMR 403.

4.
5.

Upon completion of investigation, the Utility shall issue a written decision containing
a brief description of the investigation and findings. (2r DCMR
$404.1)
If at any time, a meter, data collection device or transmitter fails to register correctly
or collect, deliver or transmit data or otherwise operate or bears evidence of having
been tampered with, as determined by qualified personnel of the Authority, the water
charge for the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the average
previous water consumption for that interval. (21 DCMR
$30g.4)

DECISION
The customer in this case disputed that he used the amount of water charged to him in a

bill received in January 2019. When the customer contacted DC Water to dispute the bill, the
utility conducted an investigation but did not communicate with the customer its findings and it
did not take any action to rectifu defective equipment found at the residence. The utility closed
the case file and only after the customer's persistence did it open a new file and ten (10) months
later send an investigation report to the customer.
The customer's testimony was sufficient to establish a prima facie case that he had not
used the water as charged, in that, he customer denied any leaks at his properly or having

performed any plumbing repairs at the properly. The customer, firther, testified that he and his
family were away on havel during a portion of the period in dispute.

DC Water did not send any alert notices to the customer that high water usage was
occurring at his property and the utility is unable to discem when high-water usage occwred at
the property. The utility has no electonic meter reads from the property and relied upon field
reads to charge the customer for senice. The utility did not provide a record of historical usage
when the MTU was transmitting reads from the properly and the utility acknowledged that the
MTU had not functioned at the property since year 2017.T\e only bill copy presented into
evidence during the hearing was dated 12/6119 which reflected that the water meter was changed
on Ill24/2019. DC Water did perforrn a meter test and seems to rely upon the meter test to prove
the accuracy of its billing.
This case is more about what was not done than what was done...The evidence and
testimony established that the customerproperly disputed his water and sewer bill. During the
hearing, Ms. Arrington asserted that the dispute was not timely and she based that contention,
first, upon the Investigation Report and then upon a note in the contact notes maintained by the
utility. With respect to both purported basis of the untimeliness assertion, no support was found

in either. The Investigation Report makes no mention of untimeliness and the contact note dated
3114/2019 was also devoid of any reference to the dispute being untimely. To the contary, there
is a customer contact note dated lll2ll20l9 in which a customer service representative wrote
"customer contacted vs02/06/19 payment received before next bill was generated therefore they
were not untimely..."
When a customer disputes a bill, the utility is obligated to investigate the dispute. The
.rtil.ty will either detennine that the dispute is untimely and deny the dispute, or, take action to
detennine if the bill is correct or if the customer is entitled to an adjushnent of his account. (See,
21 DCMR $403) In this case, however, the utility found that its equipment was defective and did
nothing else for months thereafter including but not limited to sending the customer a written
decision containing a description of its investigation and findings. See, 21 DCMR
$404.1. When
the investigation report was sent to the customer, the report did notmention defective equipment.

DC Water did test the water meter and the meter was determined to be functioning
properly. The utility's obligation to investigate a customer's complaint extends beyond testing
the water meter in preparation for an administative hearing, as was the impetus in this case. The
meter test was performed on December 10, 2019, however, the Investigation letter was done
sometime before April 3, 2019, even though it was sent to the customer in September 2019. As
zuch, the Investigation Report was not based upon the meter test. No evidence was presented by
the utility to support its Investigation Report. The utility did find that its MTU was not
functioning buf after making the finding, it failed to repair the device for many months
thereafter.
Pursuant to 21 DCMR $308.4, when a MTU fails to transmit data or otherwise operate,
the water charge for the interval in which the incident occurred shall be based on the ayerage

previous water consumption for that interval.

In that the utility failed to conduct a sufficient investigation of the customer's dispute, the
Hearing Officer cannot detennine if the charge is valid. It is clear, however, that because the
dispute was not investigated as it should have been, the utility was unable to meet its burden of
rebutting the customer's prima facie case. Accordingly, the customer prevails in his dispute of
the charge and DC Water's determination that the charge is valid and no basis exists to adjust the
customer's account if hereby REVERSED. DC Water shall adjust the customer's account for the
period 12/7118 to ll4ll9 based on the avel,age previous watEr consumption for that period at the
period.
By:
W. Blassingame,
Date:

%^/

z4 z-o

Copy to:

Reno Road,

NW

Washington, DC 20008

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF COLT/MBIA WATER AIYD SEWERAUTIIORITY

DEPARTMEI{T OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE: l45l Maryland Ave Holding LLC
c/o Alexandra Matthews

l45l Maryland Avenue, NE

AccountNo:
CaseNo: 19-127244

Washington, DC2A002
Service Address:

l45l MarylandAvenue, NE
Amounts and Periods in Dispute:
61812019to7l8l20l9: $1,313,01

7l9l20l9to8l7D0l9: $

411.09

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 9,202A at 2:00 p.m.

ORDER OF DEFAIJLT
The customer contested a water and sewer bill forthe above account forthe periods of
time above referred. The DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water) investigated the water and
sewer charges and determined that the dispute was untimely regarding the bill datrd99n1g.
The customer appealed DC water's decision and requestedanid-irri-*tative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 9,202A. Present for hearing was
Kimberly Arrington, Supervisor, Customer Support DC Wateronbehalf of DC Water.
The customer was afforded an extended grace period due to the awareiress of so many
gustomers having difficulty finding the new location of DC Water. However, although the
heating was delayed until 3:00 p-m., the customer failed to qrpear. The letter of nodfication that
was sent to the customer advised her that *Failure to appear at your scheduld hering may result
in a default judgment being entered against you." (See, 2l DCMR 41s.3) eccordingty, b;ed
upon customer's failure to E pear or to request that the hearing be pos@nd a defaultjudgment
is entered against the customer and the determination that the bill is valid is atrnned-

By:

w.
Date:
Copy to:

l45l Maryland Ave Holding LLC
c/o Alexandra lV{atthews
1451 Maryland Avenue, NE

Washington,DC20002

ZO z-O

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT O[' CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Crittenden St. NE
Washington, DC 20011

Account No:
Case No: 2018-09-10

Amounts in Dispute: $1,564.11
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 14,2020 at I l:00 a.m.
The customer contested a water and sewer bill for the above account for the period of
time November 28, 2017 toMay 21,2018. The DC Water and Sewer Authority
1DC Wateg
determined that the customer's high-water consumption was most likely
by a toilet leak
and, as such, no adjustment of her account was warranted. The customer "urm"d
requestei an
administrative hearing.

This matter had been previously scheduled for hearing on September 13, 2018 and
November 1, 2018 and removed from the calendar upon notice of a bankruptcy filing by the
customer. DC Water became aware that the customer's bankruptcy was dismissed and
determined that all charges were collectible. The customer renewed her request for an
administrative hearing and the hearing was scheduled for January 14,2020.present for hearing
was Kimberly Anington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water.
having previously represented that her medical condition prevented her from appearing
for the hearing, participated in the hearing by telephone.
Ms. Arringon represented that she sent and the customer acknowledged receiving
documents to be used in the hearing, as well as, a package of emails requested by the customer.
The property involved is a single-family residence. The customer represented that the
property is her childhood home and had been puchased by her parents in year 1957.
stated that, having moved up after growing up in the house, she moved. back home
approximately twenty (20) years ago and currently lives in the house with her sister. She stated
that she is bedridden and resides on the fust floor of the house and due to her condition, she
cannot detennine if any water problems exist on the upper floor. She stated that the house has
one bathroom, one kitchen, a washing machine, a utility sink and two (2) outside faucets.
stated that she cannot recall the historical water usage for the propefi.

testified that when she received the bill, she telephoned DC Water and asked
where the high water usage came from. She stated that she was told that the utility would send
out a technician to investigate/inspect.
complained that she never received an email
from DC Water advising her when the inspection would take place and, then, she received
another high bill from the utility. The customer stated that she called DC Water again and that a
technician came out to the property.
testified that the service technician checked the
toilet, sinks and faucets and found a slight leak in the toilet but told her that he did not believe

that the leak was significant enough to cause the high bill as received.
stated that
she next called DC Water requesting an external inspection of her property and she was told that
the utility would schedule such an inspection.
stated thatthe technician told her that
her next bill would be adjusted.

testified that she decided to get the toilet overhauled after she could not get
an answer from DC Water as to the cause of the high-water bills. She stated that she had a
plumber come in and that she believes that the toilet flapper was replaced. She stated that at
some point her water and sewer charge started to decline and after several month, the

bill was

back to normal.
asserted that she did everything that she could to remedy the situation
regarding her bill. She complained that if the service technician who came to her property to
conduct the inspection, had recommended to her to replace the toilet flapper she wouid have
done so.
stated that she is financially on a limited income and receives Seven
Hundred Dollars ($700.00) a month from social security. She complained that the service
technician assured her that the toilet was the issue causing high usage. She asserted that the
technician told her to get an external audit and went by the technician's advice and suggestions.

Ms. Arington stated that the customer's bills are based upon actual meter reads from the
property. She stated that an interior audit was conducted by the utility on February 12, 2018 and
the service technician found a minor leak. Ms. Arington testified that the customLr's water
usage started increasing in December 2017 and each month thereafter the water usage at the
property went higher until July 2018.
interjected and reemphasized that she went by the service technician's verbal
assessment of what was going in her house and if the technician had told her that the a minor
leak found could have caused increased water usage, she would have approached family member
to assist her with the cost of repairing the toilet.

Ms. Anington stated that the DC Municipal Regulations do not allow DC Water to adjust
a customer's water and sewer bill when increased usage is caused by a leak.
Referring to the customer's meter reads, Ms. Arrington testified that it looks like the
toilet repair was done July 3td or July 4,2018.

Ms. Arington stated that DC Water does not perforrr an underground inspection until a
known interior leak has been fixed.
argues that the service technician should make recommendations to
customers as to what to do based upon audit findings. Ms. Arrington stated that DC Water
recommends that all customers check for leaks and
countered that she could not
check the toilet herself due to her medical condition and she had to rely on the service
technician's assessment that the high-water usage was not caused by the bathroom toilet.
asserted that a lot could have been prevented if she had been told that a toilet leak could
have caused increased water usage.

Ms. A:rington testified one can see from the documents (meter reads) that as soon as the
leak was fixed, usage declined at the property. Ms. Anington testified that DC Water tested the
water meter and the meter was determined to have 101.060/o accwacy. Ms. Arrington pointed
out that the meter's accuracy was in-line with American Water Works Association guideline for
meter accuracy. Ms. Anington explained that DC Water did not conduct an undergrognd
inspection because the customer's water usage went back down after the toilet leak was repaired.
Ms. Arrington reiterated that the service technician was at the property on February 12,2018 and
that the toilet repair was done on July 2nd or 3'd of year 2018.
The hearing was concluded but the customer called back and requested to go back on
record because she had additional information that she wanted to put on th" recotd- As such the
hearing was resumed...
testified that she spoke with her sister and her sister told her
that on the day that DC Water tested the water meter, she was told that the water meter would be
removed and replaced with a new meter.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Of,ficer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

l.

The property involved is a single-family residence occupied by

2.
3.

her sister. (Testimony of
)
The period in dispute is November 28,2017 to May 21,2018. (Testimony of the pmties)
Water usage at the property began to increase as of December 2017 and usage continued
to go upward until July 2018. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC Water Meter Read

4.
5.

and

Log)
The property was subject to an interior leak inspection by DC Water on February 12,
2018 and a toilet leak was detected. (Testimony of the parties)
The toilet leak was repaired in July 2018 and based upon meter reads, it appears that the
repair was performed either on the 3'd or 4s of July, 2018. (Testimony of kimberly
Arrington; DC Water Meter Read Log)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is inconect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

2.

D.C. Municipal Regulations relating to water and sanitation bar adjustrnent of a
customer's bill if excessive water consumption is the result of a leaking faucet, household
fixtures, and similar leaks or the malfunctioning water-cooled air conditioning
equipment. (21 DCMR 406)

I

DECISION
The customer failed to establish a prima facie case that more likely than not the bill in
dispute was wrong. The evidence and testimony established that there was a defective toilet in
the house and, moreover, when the toilet was repaired, water usage declined.

The customer argues that she relied upon a DC Water service technician assessment of
what could have caused her high water usage and even though the toilet leak was found during
the inspection of the house, the technician's statements lead her to believe that the toilet leak was
not the source of the increased water usage. The customer asserted that had the tecbnician not led
her to believe that the toilet was not the source of her problem, she could have mitigated her
damages' i.e. high-water bills, and the utility should take some responsibility m ori"iog h",
extended high-water consumption. The customer also inferred thai she should not be held
responsible for payme,nt of the high-water bills because of her medical condition limiting her
ability to know what is occurring in the house and because of hff limited financial ubilit to pay.

Both the customer's financial ability and medical conditions are life-challenges and may
qualify her for assistance from both public and private entities who have progams to assist
individuals with her needs, DC Water is bound by regulations relating to wht it can adjust a
customer's bill. Unfortunately, the regulations allow no discretionary decision to assist
customer's with toilet leaks and, specifically, declare that when increased water consgmption is
caused by an interior fixture such as a toile! DC Water is barred from adjusting the customer's
account based uponthe increased water usage caused by the leak (See, 2l DCI{R
$40O
The service technician inspected and found a toilet leak at the customer's home. The
customer asserts that the technician's statements in addition to doing his assignment 1s inspect
the house, led her to not get the toila leak repaired sooner than she ultimately did. property
ownerVoccupants are responsible for water usage occurring within their homes. Once a leak was
detected in home, it was incumbetrt upon the owrer to get the leak fixed. The customer in this
case knew she had leak and despite the opinion of the technician or any other third party, the
responsibility to take care of one's proper{y and to pay one's water and sewer bill rests with the
property owner/occrpant. Nothing in this record relieves the customer of responsibility for
paymelrt of the charges.
'Water's
Accordingly, DC
determination that the charges are valid and no basis exists for
adjushnent of the customer's account is hereby AFFIRMED.

By:
W. Blassingame,
Date:

Copy to:

Crittenden Street, NE
Washington, DC 20011

%"rJ 9
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BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE: 3927 Prcperties, LLC
515 M Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
Service Address:
3929 Georgia Avenue, NW

Account No:
Case

No: 19-530360

Amounts and Dates in Dispute:
12/ I 4 12018

I

1

/I

5

to

I / I 4 /2019

/2018 to 12/

l0/ 13/2018 to

I3l20l8

lll l4l20l8

: $2,098.33
: $2,309.95
=$2,534.49

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 15,2020 atl2:00 Noon
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the periods
of
time noted above- The DC Water and Sewer Authority
@C Water) declared that the customer,s
dispute of each billing period was untimely. The customer requested an adminishative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 15,2020.Present for hearing were
Fadil Abdel Fatah, ouTel ol]927 properties, LLC, and, Kimberly Arrington, supervisor,
Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water.
The proper[y involved is a two (2) story commercial building brought n20I7 by 3927
Properties, LLC. IvIr. Fatah explained that when the property was purchased, he inherited
the
building's tenants which consisted of a ground floor barbershop and a second floor nail and
business operation. Each business had one bathroom. Mr. Fatah stated that the tenants
signed an
agreement in March 2018 to vacate the building and they were out of the property by September
30,2018 due to a fire. Mr. Fatah stated that a fire occurred at the property on Septemb er 17,

2018. The fue started on the second floor and the tenants were displaced/walked out and filed
insurance claims for their losses. IW. Fatah stated that the company ServPro was brought
in
following the fire and it boarded the property. Mr. Fatah stated that he did not know exactly what
ServPro did within the building. Mr. Fatah stated that the building was demolished either in
May
2079 or June 2019' Mr. Fatah explained that the propedy had been purchased for its
development.

IW. Fatah testified that after he received the high bill from DC Water, he had his
contractor, Thiago, check the building for leaks and the contractor found nothing leaking. Mr.
Fatah also stated that no water was seen during excavation of the properly. The parties
agreed

that Mr. Fatah would submit within five (5) days of the hearing, copies of the fire report and the

bill from ServePro
Mr. Fatatr stated that the building was an old row house and that there was no sprinkler
system.

Ms. Arrington testified that the water meter reads were transmitting from the building up
until January 9,2019 when reported usage stopped.

Mr. Fatah interjected that he sent the contactor to inspect the building when he received
the high bill for service.
Ms. Arrington stated that the usage was not caused by a broken pipe because there is a
new meter at the property and the new meter is not registering water usage. She stated that water
usage at the property stopped before DC Water disconnected service.
Ms. Arrington verified that the utility was aware that afne occurred at the property.
She

firther testified that the customer never set-up

utility did not send a notice of high

an account with the

utility

so the

usage.

Ms. Anington testified that water usage at the property was consistently going up after
the fre occurred and, then, one day- January 9,20l9,usage at the property just stopped. Ms.
Arringlon testified that she does not know what stopped water usage from occurring at the
building. She stated that *Martha" called on behalf of the customer on February 25,2019 and,
she was asked to submit the fue report to DC Water and the report was never submitted.
Ms. Arrington testified that the customer did not dispute the bill(s) until April 22,2019
and by then, the disputes were untimely. Ms. Arrington asserted that the utility did not even
have a telephone number on the account.
Ms. Arrington testified that DC Water tested the water meter and the meter was
determined to have 100.31% accuracy.
Ms. Arrington asserted that the customer never requested that DC Water turn-offservice
to the property.
Post-hearing by over three (3) weeks, the Hearing Officer inquired on DC Water whether
Mr. Fatah submitted the fue report and a copy of the ServPro statement and DC Water reported
that the customer had not submitted any documents.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FTNDINGS OF FACT

l.

The property involved was purchased by 3927 Properties LLC for commercial
development but at the time of the purchase there were two (2) pre-existing tenant
occupants which the new owner sought to move-out by agreement, (Testimony of Fadil
Fatah)

2-

The properly owner failed to establish an account with DC Water and no contact
information was provided to the utility after the customer's purchase of the property in

year2017. (Testimony of Kimberly Arington)
3. There was a significant spike in water usage reported from the property starting sometime
between 8/13/2018 andg/1412018 and high-water usage continued to register at the
property until January 9,2019. (DC Water meter read raw MR results and consumption
report)
4. Before the tenants moved, voluntarily, a fre occurred at the properly and tenants vacated
the property; the fire occurred September 17,2018. (Testimony of Fadil Fatatr)
5. Following the fre, ServPro was brought in and the company ultimately boarded the
building. (Testimony of Fadil Fatah)
6. Following the fire, water and sewer service to the building remained established and there
was reported water usage at the properfy until January 9,2019.(Testimony of the parties;
DC Water Meter Read Log)
7. After January 9,2079, the water meter at the property registered no water usage.
(Testimony of Kimberly Arringlon, DC Water Meter Read Log)
8. The property owner was not focused upon the property in that it had several properties
for development, however, an employee of the owner named Martha contacted DC Water
on February 25,2019 seeking information regarding the water and sewer service charges
for the property. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC Water customer contact note
dated2/25/2019)
9. The property owner contacted DC Water on April 22,2019 to add MarthaMaasho to the
water and sewer account so she could act on his behalf. The owner stated that they would
like to dispute bills dated ll/20118, 12/24118 and l/31/I9. The customer informed DC
Water that the property had been vacant since November and that they had a plumber
come out in January but no leaks were found. (DC Water customer contact note dated
4/22/2019)
10. DC Water requested of Martha that she submit to the utility a copy of the fue report and
she failed to do so. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC Water customer contact note
daIed2l25l20l9)
1l' The customer failed to submit the fue report and a copy of ServPro bill per the request of
the Hearing Officer and agreement of the parties. (the hearing record in this matter)
12. Water usage at the properly stopped on January 9,z0rg. (Testimony of Kimberly

Arington)
13. DC Water pulled and tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have

10031% accuracy. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)

14. DC Water ruled out the existence

of an underground leak at the property because usage at

the propedy stopped. (Testimony of Kimberly Anington)
15.

DC Water ultimately terminated service to the property due to non-payment and the
utility placed a lien upon the property. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC Water
customer contact notes)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I

.

2.

3.

The brnden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that
the decision of DC water is inconect. (2r DCMR 420.7 and 420.g)
Once the customer establishes a prima facie case that s/he did not use and/or was not
responsible for payment of the water as charged, the burden shifu to DC Water to
rebut the customer's claim that s/he did not use the water as charged. (Catewggdl

DC WASA,82 A.3d4l,D.C. Court ofAppeals 2013)
DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:
(a) Veriff the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Veriff the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftfrrl registration;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter for malfunction;
(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See,21 DCMR 403.

4.

5.

An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water
for water, sewer and groundwater sewer service by either:
(a)Paying the bill, and notifying WASA in writing that he or she believes the bill to
be incorrect and is paying under protest; or
(b) Notpaying the cu:rent charges contained inthe bill and notifring WASA in
writing, within ten (10) working days after receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why
the bill is believed to be incorrect.
(See,2l DCMR $402)
"Challenges received after the ten-day (10) period stated in
$402.1 will be deemed to
have been filed in an untimely manner..-."

2l DCMR

5402.2

DECISION
The customer based his dispute of the water and sewer charges upon the fact that the
property had been subject to a fire and subsequently was vacant and boarded up. Accepting

both

facts to be true, the customer failed to establish that more likely than not the charges were wrong

or for some other reason the property owner should not be held responsible for payment.
First, the customer failed to timely dispute the charges. The customer was disputing three
(3) bills incurred dwing the period 10/13/2018to lll4l20I9, yet the customer failed and/or
neglected to contact DC Water to dispute the charges until February 25,2019 when one of his
employees telephoned the utility for information regarding the charges. The employee (Martha)
was not authorized to discuss the water and sewer account when she called the utility in February

2019 andthe customer did not authorize Martha to act on his behalf regarding the water and
sewer account until IvIr. Fatah telephoned the utility in April 2019 giving such authorization and
advising the utility that he wanted to dispute the bill charges.
Pursuant to the DC Municipal Regulations at Section 2l-5402,a customer, who does not
pay the water and sewer bill, must notifr WASA in writing, within ten (10) working days after

receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why the bill is believed to be incorrect. When the customer
contacted DC Water in April 20l9,he stated that he wanted to dispute bills dated lll21llg,
12/24/18 and l/31/19. Clearly, more than ten (10) working days elapsed from receipt of each bill
before the customer did anything to establish his intent to dispute the charges.

Notwithstanding the untimeliness of the customer's dispute, DC Water did investigate the
validity of the charges. In its investigation, the utility verified the meter reads and found that the
reads were actual reads from the property. The utility presented its meter reads reflecting usage
occuring at the propercty despite the customer's contention that the property was boarded and
vacant. The utility submitted its meter reads from the property and the reads indicate that high
water usage started at the property before the fire occurred and continued after the fire and up to
January 2019. The utility tested the water meter and determined that the meter was functioning
within accepted range for water meter accuracy. The utility ruled out the existence of an
underground leak as a possible cause of water usage registering on the water meter. The
customer was vague and less than candid regarding the status of the property following the fire
and what if anything was done by his plumber and ServPro in the wake of the fire and the
customer's receipt of bills from the utility.
During the hearing, the customer testified that he did not know what exactly ServPro did
regarding the property. The ServPro bill was requested of the customer and he failed to submit
the same. With respect to the fue report, the customer's employee, Martha was requested by the
utility to submit the fire report and she failed to do so. Mr. Fatah, at the hearing, agreed to
submit the fue report post-hearing within five (5) days and he failed to do so. The customer
testified that he sent his contactor to the property after he received the high-water bill from DC
Water. The customer did not have for presentation anything from the contactor to evidence the
contractor's investigation or actions at the properfy, however, Mr. Fatah testified that the
contractor found no leaks. The customer did not testify as to when his contractor in fact
inspected the property for leaks, however, the water usage at the property stopped in January
2019 and thereafter in February 2019, contactwas made with the utility on behalf of the

customer to inquire regarding the bill. The evidence further established that the property owner
failed to give attention to the property, in that, even thorrgh the tenants vacated the property,
water and sewer service remined connected, the water and sewer bills were unpaid, and highwater usage started earlier than the bills being disputed by the customer. yet the customer
ignored the cbarges for water and sewer service incurred at the properly and did nothing
regarding water usage being incurred at the property for months after the tenants vacated
and the
fire occurred.
The Hearing Officer is convinced that the owner gave no attention to the property and
ignored bills incuned for water and sewer service after the fire and after the tenants vacated
the
property. The evidence established that high water usage started at the property before the
tenants vacated and before the fire and the high usage continued thereafter. Ultimately, the
property owner is responsible for what bappens within his building and the evidence clearly
established that water usage was occurring in the building despite the fue and despite the

building being boarded. In that the property owner ignored rlrhat was going on within the
building and allowed water and sewer charges to accumulate, it is the properfy owner's
responsibility and liability to pay for the service as charged. By failing to submit documents
requested and having memory lapse as to when actions were taken or what acts were done' the
property owner sought to rest his case upon there having been a fire and the property being

boarded' The fact of the fire and boarding up the propert5r, however, do not overcome the
utility's evidence of water usage and the ovmer's failure to address the issue either by making a
timely inspection ofwater usage, having the service tumed off, paying the bills for service or
initiating a dispute within areasonableperiod after being charged for service.
For the reasons stated above, the customer is determined responsible for payment of all
water and sewer charges incurred atthe property up to January g,20lg whenthe water usage
stopped.

By:
W. Blassingame,
Date:
Copy to:

Mr. Fadil Abdel Fatah
3927 Prcprr,.fres LLC

M Street, SE
Washington, DC 20003
515

2-az-o

BEFORE TIM DISTRICT OF COLI'MBIA WATER AITD SEWER
AUTIIORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:

4h Street, NW
Washington,DC20016

AccountNo:
CaseNo: 19-599438

Amount in Dispute: $1,979.46
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 15,2020 at 2:00 pm.

ORDER OF DEFATJLT
The customer contested a water and sewer bill for the above
account for the period of
time March 9,2019 to May g,z0lg. The DC waser and sewer
Authority (DC water)
investigated the water and sewer charges and determined that
the charges
and that the
consumption was caused by an internal leak on the property. The
""ria
!9Yrya
customer appealed
DC water's decision and requested an adminishative hearing.

io"

This matter was scheduled for hearil8 on January ll,2}z}.present
for hearing was
Kimberly Anington' Supervisor, customer sumort' oiwaieron behalfof
DC
Water.

The customer was afforded an extended grace period due to
the awareness of so many
customers having difficulty finding the new location oroc
water. Nevertheless, even ttrougl ru
hearing was delayed until3:00 p.m., the custom€r failed to appear.
The letterof notification that
was s€nt to the cu$tomer advised her rhat "Failure
appear ut yo* scheduled hearing may result
lo
in a default judgment being entered against yo&'fse,
zf DCil,tR 415.3) eccoraingly, based
upon customer's failure to appear or to request- that the hearing
be pstpon@ a Jedrti;,rOgment
is entered against the customer and the determination that
CreEm is vaiiA is

affi;a

By:
W. Blassingame,
Date:
Copy to:

4t'

Steet, NW
Washingto4 DC200IG

Zo?'o

BEFORE TIM DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERYICES
IN RE:
Sheriff Road, NE

Account No:
Case No: l9-700809

Washington, DC 20019
Periods and Amounts in Dispute:
7/2412019 to 8/22/2019 - $ 544.87
6/2512019 to 712312019 $ 389.56

:

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 22,2020 at 11:00 a.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the periods of
time noted above. The DC Water and Sewer Authority @C Water) determined thafthe charges
were valid and no adjustment was warranted. The customer requested an administative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 22,2020. Present for hearing were
and Kimberly Arrington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf ofbC Water
The properfy involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
. The house has two (2) bathrooms, one kitchen, a washing machine and one outside
faucet.
stated that this is her family home and that she has lived in the house since her
birth. She stated that the house was brought in year 1941 and crurently, frve (5) people occupy
the home. Historically, the water and sewer bill has been approximately One Hundred Dollars
($100.00) per billing period.

testified that she received a high-water usage notification from DC Water
which prompted her to telephone the utility to inquire regarding her property. She stated that she
was told that 10,000 to 12,000 gallons of water were being used per day.
stated that
she called the People's Counsel and was told to request a hearing and to call a plumber.
stated that she, next, called Williams Sewer and Drain Service on August 15,20lg and the
responding plumber found no leaks but indicated that the meter was flashing.
stated
that the plumber told her that the meter might be defective.
stated that she took a
video of the water meter and she showed the video from her cell phone to the Hearing Officer
and to Ms. Arrington. The video showed the water meter flashing 050370089 than 0000.
stated that DC Water sent a technician to inspect her home on August

l4,20lg

and no leaks were found.

occasion to jingle

testified that she heard no water running in the home and that she had no
a toilet handle to stop a toilet from running. She, further, asserted that there

was nothing usual occurring at the property to the period of alleged high-water usage and
that
she was not on any trips and away from the home during the period in dispute.

Ms. Anington asked the customer regarding her toilets and
responded that she
has not changed any toilets flappers and that as of March 2019, one toilet was new
and that the
other toilet in the home was changed 2 -3 years ago.
Ms. Arrington asserted that the meter reads are actual and that the reads were sent by a
meter fransmittal unit (MTU) at the property.
Ms. A:rington testified that a new meter was placed at the property on Decemb er 5,2019
and that water usage has been registering on the new meter almost every hour. Ms. Arrington
informed the ctrstomer that one ccF is equivalent to 74g gallons of water.
Ms. Arrington asserted that whenever water usage is occurring hourly, a toilet flapper is
always suspected as being the cause of the usage. Ms. Arrington explained that the customer's
water service charge may appear to have declined because the customer is now in the
CAp
program gives a reduction in charges for water and sewer as well as the replacement
fee and
clean waters fee. Ms. Arrington stated that the customer began benefiting from the CAp
progftrm as of December 2019 but, prior thereto, she had not been in the CAP program.

Ms' Anington testified that DC Water removed and tested water meter and the meter was
determined to have I0l.36yo accuracy which is within accepted standard for water meter
accuracy as established by the American Water Works Association as 98.50% to 101.50%.
Ms. Arrington testified that DC Water conducted an inspection for the existence of an
underground leak at the property and no underground leak was found. She stated that the
underground inspection was perfomred on August23,Z}I9.
Ms. Arrington asserted that the customer had a high bill dated l\l2gl2}lgreflecting that
31 CCF of water had been used during the period g/25/2oIg to 1012312019. Ms. Arrington
asserted that during the prior billing period of 8/29/2019

to

9124/2019 which had been a33-day

period, the customer used 12.68 CCF of water.
Ms. Arrington asserted that the customer's video showed water tumed-offand that no
water was being used at the time.
Ms- Arringlon recommended to the customer that she change hertoilet flappers.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the

Hearing Officermakes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
(Testimony of
)

2.
3.

The period in dispute is 6/25/2a19

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9-

b

g/2212019. (Testimony of the parties)

DC Water sent HIINA alerts to the customer on8l4/2019,816/20I9 andg/29/2019. (DC
Water Customer Contact Notes; testimony of the parties)
The customer's registering water usage reflected significant increased water usage as
early as April 2019 and thereafter a decrease in usage in May 2019, only, to reflect
increased water usage in June 2019 and a significant spike in water usage occuning in
July 2019. (usage At A Glance chart reflected on the customer's Bill Summaries)
That the customer's water usage spiked higher in August 2019, then, decreased in
September 2019, only to spike again in October 2019. (Usage At A Glance chart reflected
on the customer's Bill Summaries; testimony ofKimberly Arrington)
The customer's water meter is registering water usage occurring at the property almost on
an hourly basis since a new water meter was placed at the property when the old meter
was removed by DC Water fortesting on December 5,2A19. (Testimony of Kimberly
Arrington; DC Water Meter Read Log)
DC Water removed the water meter for testing in December 2019 andthe meter was
determined to have 10I.36%accuracy. (Testimony of Kimberly Arringtoq DC Water

Meter Test Results)
DC Water sent a technician to the property on August 14,2019 for an interior inspection
for leaks and no leaks were detected. (Testimony of the parties)
DC Water conducted an inspection for underground leaks on August 23,2019 and no
underground leaks were found. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

l.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is inconect. (21 DCMR 420.7 arrd420.S)

2. DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the

following:
(a) Veriff the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Verify the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftful regishation;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;

(d) Check the meter for malfunction;
(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See, 21 DCMR 403.

3.

D.C- Municipal Regulations bar adjustrnent of a customer's

bill when all

checks and tests

provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 2l DCMR 40g
which states: "In cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption, except as may be approved
by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustnent will further a significant public interest.,')
4. The repair of leaking faucets, household fixtures and similar leaks, and the repair of
malfunctioning water-cooled air conditioning equipment, are the responsibility of the
owner or occupant. (21 DCMR $406.1)
5. If the investigation discloses leaking faucets, leaking fixtures, or similar leaks, no
adjustment will be made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption
attributable to those leaks. (21 DCMR $406.2)
DECISION
The customer in this matter failed to establish that more likely than not the bills being
disputed were wrong or for some other reason she should not be held responsible for their
payment.
The evidence and testimony established that the customer had been and is experiencing
high water usage on a fluctuating basis as early as April 2019 and the utility has sent to the
customer alerts of higb-water usage occurring at the property both in August 2AI9 and
September 2019. Finding the cause of the high-water usage has proven to be difficult and
elusive, in that DC Water has conducted both interior inspections and underground leak
inspections at the property and no leaks were found. Likewise, the customer hired a plumber

who failed to detect a leak at the properly. DC Water further conducted a meter test and the
water meter was deternined to be functioning within accepted perimeters for water meter
accuracy' yet, the new water meter at the property continues to register almost hourly water
usage occurring at the property.

DC Water suggests that based upon the fluctuation in water usage occurring at the
property, a toilet flapper is suspected as the cause of increased consumption. Unforfunately,

toilet

flappers do not always stay open and while suspected, no toilet flapper has been found open
when inspections have taken place. DC Water is recommending to the customer that she change
the toilet flappers in the house.

While the catxe of the increased water usage has not been determined and a cause is only
speculated, the evidence is clear that increased water usage is occurring at the properly with
same spiking and declining in no particular pattern.

In cases such a presented herein, when tests and checks do not find the cause of excessive
water consumption at a propefty, the Municipal Regulations bar DC Water from adjusting the
customer's bill for the increased water usage. (See, 21 DCMR 408) The evidence proved that DC

Water's equipment was firnctioning properly and rhat there was no underground leak as a
possible cause of increased water usage occurring at the property. Ultimately, the prope.rty

oltrner
andlor occupant is responsible for water usage occuring at his/her property an4 in this instance,
the customer must pay the service charges for no basis can be found to relieve her of
the

responsibility.
Accordingly, DC Watff's determination that the charges are valid and no basis exists to
adjust the customer's accomt is hereby AFFIRMED.

By:
W. Blassingame,

Copy to:

SherifrRoa4 NE
Washington, DC 20019

b

Officer

2-a

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF COLTJMBIA WATER AI\TD SEWER AT]THORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Darien, GA 31305-0591
Service Address:
H Street, SE

AccountNo:
Case No: 20-150541

Amount in Dispute: $1,307.00
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing OfFrcer
January 22,2020 at l:00 p.m.
The customer contested a water and sewer

bill for the above account for the period of
time August30,20l9 to September 19,2019. The DC Water and Sewer Authority
1bC Watery
determined that the dispute was untimely. The customer requested an adminishatiui hr*ing. '
This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 22,2020. hesent for hearing was
Kimberly Aringtorl Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water. The customer,
and his daughter,
, participated by telephone.
The property involved is a single-family residence owned by
, The
propedy has one and one-half (l %) bathrooms, one kitchen, a washing machine, a utility sinlq
and two (2) outside faucets.
stated that he has owned the property since 1960 and
that the water and sewer bill has been Forty-one Dollars ($41.00) for fees only since there has
been no water usage occurring at the propefiy.
stated that the house has been vacant
for five (5) or six (6) years and he has not visited the property in approximately one year. He
recalled that his last visit was in April 2019.
stated that he recently listed the
property for sale and that one of his friends has a key to the property.
stated that he
is enrolled in the Auto-pay plan.

tesffied that she received a high-water usage alert from DC Water and she
called DC Water about the bill.
explained that the utility has already taken payment
from the account by the time that she contacted it regarding the bill.
stated that she
was told that the spike in water usage lasted one month and then usage went back to normal. She
fi'rther stated that she was told that there had been billing problems and that other customers had
experienced issues with large bills and that errors had been generated.
testified that he asked his friend to check onthe house and that his friend
went inside of the house and did not hear any running water. He stated that his friend checked
the water faucets and that the faucets had been turned offfrom the inside of the house.
stated that spike occurred during one week and no one was in the house.
She stated that, in fact, no one was in the house until october2019.

stated that he asked DC Water for a meter reading.
also complained that the

utility deemed the dispute to be untimely

and

it was

not.

Ms. Arington testified that the meter reads are actual and the bill is accurate. She
increased water usage started on September7,2019 al12:00 hou until September 1g,2019. She
stated there was constant usage up to l8:00 hour on september lg,20rg.
Ms. Anington stated that the customer contacted DC Water on October 24,2019 and she
confirmed that the utility had taken double payment from some customers' accounts but that the
billing error did not mean that the bill was wrong.
Ms. Anington testified that DC Water conducted a meter test and the meter was
determined to have 101.24% accuracy.
stated that he comes up to Washington, DC at least once per year. He stated
that his neighbor/friend only comes into the house if he is asked to do so in the event of an
emergency.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing OfEcer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

is the owner of the property involved which is a single-family residence.
has not lived in the home for a number of years (5 6) and visits the

-

property approximately one time per year. (Testimony of
)
2. The customer utilizes Auto-pay for his water and sewer bill and had only paid for fees to
the utility since no water was being used in the house prior to the period in dispute.
(Testimony of
)
3. The period in dispute is August 30,2A19 to September 19,2019. (Testimony of the
parties)
4. Water usage occurred at the property starting September 7,2019 and lasted until
September 18,2019. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
5. The property owrer was not in residence during the period that usage occurred in
September 2019. (Testimony of
)
6. The properly's outside faucets were turned offfrom inside of the house. (Testimony of
)
7. The customer contacted a friend/neighbor to whom he had given a key to the property
and requested that the friend go over to the house and inspect for problems. The
friend/neighbor reported not seeing any leaks or hearing any running water. (Testimony
of
)
8. DC Water tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have I0l.Z4%
accuracy. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
9. The charge for water and sewer service during the period in dispute is based upon actual
meter reads from the properry. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)

10. The customer utilized Credit Card Auto-pay for his water and sewer bill and, as such, the
bill was paid at the time that the customer's daughter contacted DC Water on his behalf

to dispute the charge and the bill was paid before the utility charged the customer for the
next billing cycle. (Testimony of
)
11. The customer was billed for 33.59 CCF of water for the period July 20, 2019 to August
17,2018; the bill was not disputed. (Bill Summary dated S/21/lS)
12. The customer received a HUNA alert of high-water usage occurring at the property.
(Testimony of
; DC Water Customer Contact log dated 09/16/2019)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I

'

2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.g)

DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:
(a) Verift the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer charges;
(b) (b)Veriff the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftful registration;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, undergrorurd invisible leaks,
and house-side connection leaks;

(d) Check the meter for malfunction;
(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the o\ryner or occupant
which are material to the detemrination of a correct bill.
See, 2l DCMR 403.

3.

4.

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustrnent of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408
which states: ooln cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the bill for any portion of the excessive constunption, except as may be approved
by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will further a significant public interest.',)
An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water for
water, sewer and groundwater sewer service by either:
(c) Paying the bill, and notifying WASA in vniting that he or she believes the bill to be
incorrect and is paying under protest; or
(d) Not paying the curent charges contained in the bill and notifying WASA in writing,
within ten (10) working days after receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why the bill is
believed to be incorrect.
(See,2l DCMR $402)

DECISION
Ultimately,

a property owner is responsible

for what occurs in and on his property and
when the owner is absent from his property for extended periods of time without a caretaker or
property manager or a cilmera surveillance system, it is difficult for the owner to know what is
occuning in his abse,nce. In this case, the customer has not lived in his house in the Distict of
Columbia for many years and visits the property only approximately once per year. For some
reason, water started to run at or within the property in the owner's absence. DC Water detected
the unusual occunence since there had been consistence no usage at the property for months and
the utility sent an alert of the water usage to the customer. The cuslomer was not specific as to
when his friend/neighbor was able to visit the property, at the custom€,r's reques! to see if
anything as arriss to cause water usage. The testimony was that the friend/neighbor foqnd
nothing wrong. The evidence established that the water usage occurred druing a period of eleven
(11) days and the utility sent a HIINA alert to the customer two (2) days before the water usage
stopp€d. Based upon the evidence and testimony presentd it is impossible to know ifthe
friend/neighbor was at the house prior to the water usage stopping or if he was there after the
water usage stopped. The evidence did establish that DC Water's equipment was frmctioning
appropriately, in that, it had meGr reads from the property, its alert system notified the customer
of the water usage, and its water meter accuftrcy was within accepted standards for meter
accuracy.

In circumstances where the utility conducts aninvestigation and its tests and checks fail
to determine what caused the usage and its equipment is fimctioning properly, the utility is
barred pursuant to the D.C. Municipal Regulations from adjusting a customer's account for
excessive consumption. (See,2l DCMR $ 40S)
Because he was emolled in Credit Card Auto-Pay tlre custiomer made a timely dispute of
the bill, however, despite the timeliness of the dispute, he was rmable to establish that the charge
was incorrect or for mme otherreason he should notbe held responsible for its payment.

As such, DC Water's dete,trrination that the dispue is untimely is REVERSED, however,
it is determined that the disputed chmge is valid and no basis exists to adjust the custom€r's
account.

By:
W. Blassingame,

%r4^/
Copy to:

Darien, GA 31305-0591

zo7-o

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER A}[D SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Highview Place, SE
Washington,DC 20A19

Account No:
Case

No: 20-rc766

Periods and Amounts in Dispute:

6/3/2019
614/2019to7ll/2019
512/2019 to

: $ 542.21
: $ 611.88

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Ofhcer
January 22,2020 at 2:00 p.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the periods of
time noted above. The DC Water and Sewer Authority @C Water) declared that the customer's
dispute was untimely. The customer requested an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 22,zl2}.Present for hearing were
and Kimberly Arrington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water.
The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
The house has one and one-half (I %) bathrooms, one kitchen and a washing machine.
stated that she has lived in the home for twenty-five (25) years and that there are two (2)
people occupying the home. She stated that her water and sewer bill is, generally, less than One
Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per billing cycle.
emphasized that both she and her are
gone from the house during the day.
stated that a toilet flapper was changed in a bathroom in January 2020 andrhat
a sink has a drip and a new faucet was installed, also, in January 2020. She admitted that she had

jingling the toilet handle in one bathroom since October or November and that the sink was
dripping even a little longer in time. Despite the plumbing issue involving the sink and toilet,
been

asserted that she did not notice anything wrong in the house in May/June 2019 when
the high water usage occurred.

testified that DC Water sent a service technician to the house to check for
leaks and the technician performed dye tests.
stated that she did not remember what
the technician said regarding any leaks detected.
Ms. Arington testified that the meter read upon which the charges are based were actual.
She further testified that the customet has constant water usage occurring at the house.
Ms. Arrington stated that DC Water sent alerts to the customer by telephone since May
23,2AI9 that increased water usage was occurring at the property. She stated that when a
service technician inspected the property for lea}s, it was found that the lst floor kitchen faucet
was leaking and that the l$ floor bathroom toilet needed a flapper change.

Ms. Arrington testified that she spoke with the customer on December 4,2019 about the
fact that water usage at the property had not declined and she told the customer to hire a
plumber. Ms. Anington asserted that DC Water would not do anything further in investigation
of the customer's dispute until the customer hired a plumber to correct the defects identified.
Based upon the foregoing evidence and testimony adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
(Testimony of
)
2. The period in dispute is May 2,2019 to July L,2019. (Testimony of the parties)
3. High water usage began at the property in May 2019 andcontinues as of the date of the
hearing. (Testimony of Kimberly Anington; DC Water Meter Read Log; DC Water
Customer's Graph of daily water usage May 20L9 thru December 2019)
4. Starting May 23,2019 and continuing up to June 23,2019,DC Water attempted to alert
the customer of high-water usage occurring at the property. HUNA alerts were attempted
by telephone on 6/2312019, 6/1712019, 6/1712019, 611012019, 614/2019, 5/2912019, and
5123/2019. (See, DC Water Customer Contact Log)
5. The customer contacted DC Water on August 16,2019 after her service was disconnected
for non-payment. During the telephone call, the customer wanted to dispute her
7/2812019 bill and was told that the dispute was untimely and in order to have service
restored, she would have to the past due amount owed to the utility. (DC Water Customer
Contact note dated 8/16/2019)
6. DC Water conducted an interior audit of the customer's property on December 2,2019
and the service technician found a kitchen faucet leak and a defective toilet flapper in the
home. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
7
The customer acknowledged that she has had to jingle the handle on her toilet since
OctoberA,lovember 2019 and that she was aware of her kitchen sink dripping before
OctoberA{ovember 2019. (Testimony of
)
8. The customer changed the toilet flapper in January 2020. (Testimony of Sandra Curtis)

.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1

.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is inconect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

2. An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water for
water, sewer and groundwater sewer service by either:
(e) Paying the bill, and notifying WASA in writing that he or she believes the bill to be
incorrect and is paying under protest; or
(D Not paying the current charges contained in the bill and notiffing WASA in writing,
within ten (10) working days after receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why the bill is

believed to be incorrect.
(See,21 DCMR $402)

3.

DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:
(a) Verifr the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Verifr the meter reading for possible meter ovenead or douftful registration;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter for malfunction;

(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfrrnction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the detennination of a conect bill.
See, 21 DCMR 403.

4. The repair of leaking faucets, household fixtures and similar leaks, and the repair of
5.

malfunctioning water-cooled air conditioning equipment, are the responsibility ofthe
owner or occupant. (21 DCMR $406.1)
If the investigation discloses leaking faucets, leaking fixtures, or similar leaks, no
adjustment will be made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumption
athibutable to those leaks. (21 DCMR $406.2)
DECISION

The customer in this matter failed to establish that more likely than not the bills being
disputed were wrong or for some other reason she should not be held responsible for their
payment.
The customer contended that, because no one was home during the daytime, the usage, as
charged, was wrong. The evidence and testimony established that high water usage had been
occurring for several months at the properly and the customer give no attention to her water and
sewer charges until the utility disconnected her service. The customer contacted DC Water
regarding her high bill in August 2019 but the high usage started in May 2019. Further, the
customer acknowledged that she was aware of a defect in her toilet because she had to jingle the
toilet handle and, even before being aware of the toilet defect, she knew that her kitchen sink was
dripping. The customer testified that she had the toilet repaired in January 2020 but she did not
mention any repair of the kitchen sink and DC Water asserted that high water usage continues
occurring at the property as of the date of the hearing.
Despite inforrring the customer that her dispute of her bill was untimely, DC Water
conducted an investigation of the validity of the charges and thru an interior audit of the house, a

service technician identified a kitchen faucet leak and a defective bathroom toilet flapper in the
home.
Pursuant to 2l DCMR $406 when the utility's investigation reveals the existence of a
faulty household fixture such as a toilet or sink faucet, the utility does not adjust the customer's
bill forthe increased water usage due to the plumbing issue detected.

In this case, the evidence and testimony were clearthat there were leaks in the home- The
customer admitted knowledge of the leaks and her testimony established a timeframe of
existence which corresponds with the increased usage of water in the home. While the customer
asserted that there \ilere no plumbing defects during the period in dispute, the evidence of
increased water usage conflicts with her testimony. As zucb, based upon the evidence and
testimony the Hearing Officer is convinced that more likely rhan not the plumbing defects found
to exist in the home caused increased water consumption.
AccordinglY, the customer's dispute ofthe cbarges is determinedto be unfounded- no
basis exists to adjust the customer's accotmt and the customer is responsible for payment of the
waler and sewer charges as reflected in the bills.

By:

w
Date:
Copy to:

HighviewPlace, SE
Washington, DC20O32

744a4J

Officer

zon

BEFORE TIM DISTRICT OF COLIiMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE: Washington Factoring, [nc.
3411 Dent Place, NW
Washington,DC 20007
Service Address:

(tenant)
O Street, NW

Account No:
Case

No: 19-614427

Periods and Amounts in Dispute:
6llt/2019 to 7/9/2019= $ 611.01
819/2019 to 9/10/2019: $ 658.61
9 / I t 120 t9 to I0 I 8 /20r9d466.13

$173s.7s
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Offrcer
January 23,2020 at 10:00 a.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the periods of
time noted above. The DC Water and Sewer
@C Water) declared that the customer's
dispute was untimely regarding the bill datedg/12/19 and that the charges were valid and no
adjustment warranted regarding the bill dated 10/9/19. The customer requested an administrative
hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 23,2020. Present for hearing were:
(tenant); Kevin Schlosberg, property manager, on behalf of the landlord,
Washington Factoring, Inc; and Kimberly Arrington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of
DC Water. Curtis Brown, DC Water, General Foreman, was contacted and testified by telephone.
The property involved is residential rental property consisting of two (2) houses on the
same lot which share one water meter. The property is and has been rented to students on an
annual basis with leases starting in June of each year. The dispute was brought by one such
student, namely,
. The tenants are responsible for the water and sewer bill charges.
What is considered the "main house" has one and one-half (1 7z) bathrooms, one kitchen, one
washing machine, a dishwasher and one outside faucet. Five (5) students currently reside in the
main house and during the summer, there were four (4) students living in the house during the
summer which was the period in dispute. The second house has one bathroom, one kitchen, and
a washing machine and two (2) students reside in the house.
stated that she moved
into the main house in the last week of August 2019. She stated that even though she was not
residing on the property during the periods in dispute, the other students told her what was doing
on at the property.

stated that over the past six (6) months, she and her fellow occupants have
received extraordinarily high bills for water and sewer service. She stated that the previous
occupants were charged for less than 13 CCF of water per billing periods. As an example,
pointed out that the bill dated June lL , 2019 for the period May 9, 2019 to June I 0, 20 1 9
was twice as much at$952.95 for 26.04CCF of water. She stated that the bill dated July 10ft was
for $611.01 for 46.97 CCF of water.

testified that she was told that
, a tenant, inspected for leaks
and that s plumber (Stevens Plumbing) inspected in July and no leaks were found. She stated
that DC Water sent a service technician to inspect the property on Novemb er 5,201,9 and no
leaks were found. Ms. Schlosberg interjected that the prior tenants had no complaints.
noted that by November 2019,water usage had declined and the bill was
$254.20. She asserted that there had been no change in behavior by the tenants. She noted that
water usage had also declined in August 2019 andthe bill had been $175.00 but that water usage
spiked again in September 2019 and the bill was $658.00 She stated that the water meter at the
property was changed in December 2019. She stated that the most recent water and sewer bill for
January 2020 was in the amount of $196.35, however, the billing period was split reflecting two
(2) diff,erence water meters after the water meter was changed.
complained that DC Water's response time for coming out to inspect the
properly was slow and that the dispute process was very frustrating. She asserted that she did not
understand that one had to dispute every billing period.
stated that there is just one water meter for both houses.

Mr. Schlosberg stated that he does not send

a cleaning crew when tenants change each

yeat,
Ms. Anington testified that the meter reads upon which the disputed bills were based
were actual reads and she stated that, in fact, the utility has hourly meter reads from the property.
She stated that water started running as of June I,2019 and that for the period May 9, 2019 to
June 10,2019 which encompassed 33 days, the customer was billed $352.00. Mr. Schlosberg
interjected that a normal bill for the property would have been for 26.04 CCF.
Ms. Arrington stated that DC Water conducted an inspection for underground leaks at the
property on December 18, 2019 andno underground leaks were found.
noted that the service order has failure codes on the bottom of the form and
A:rington what was the meaning of the codes. Ms. Arrington requested
perrnission to call the Water Services Department to ascertain the code meanings. Her request
was granted and she telephoned, in the hearing, Curtis Brown, General Foreman. Mr. Brown
testified that the codes had no meaning regarding this property and were simply the format of the
she asked Ms.

document.

Ms. Arrington testified that DC Water pulled and tested the water meter from the
properly and the meter was determined to have98.630/o accuracy which is passing according to
standards established by the American Water Works Association.
Ms. Arrington testified that water usage at the properfy has historically fluctuated and she
suggests that the customer change the water flappers at the property.
Ms. Arrington stated that DC Water sent out HUNA alerts to that high-water usage was
occurring at the property, however, it appears that the alerts went to prior tenants and that
notification information had not been updated by the customer.
Ms. Anington asserted that two (2) disputes by the customer were not
states on the back of each bill that customers must dispute every period.

timely and that it

Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

The property involved is two (2) houses on the same lot and sarne water meter. The
property is owned by Washington Factoring, Inc, and rented, on an annual basis, to
students. The tenant cfuange-over is in June of each year. (Testimony of

)
Both houses are monitored by one water meter and, as such, it is impossible to isolate
where increased water usage is occurring. (Testimony of the parties)
3. The periods in dispute are 6/11/2019 to 719/2019 and,gllt/2019 to l0/g/2019. DC Water
determined that the customer's dispute of the bill dated 9/12/2019 for the period 8/g/201g
to 9/10/2019 was untimely. (DC Water Investigative Letters dated I ll7/19;DC Water
Customer Contact Log dated A7/25/2019)
4. There was a significant increase in water used at the properly starting on June l,Z0Ig
and water usage has fluctuated thereafter with spikes and declines to the present.
(Testimony of Kimberly Anington)
5. The spike in water usage coincided with the sfuango in tenancy of students renting the
property. New students took over occupancy of the property as of June l$ and additional
students moved in for the Fall semester of classes. (Testimony of the parties)
6. DC Water sent numerous alerts that high water usage was occurring at the property.
(Customer Contact Log dated 9/19/2019,8/3012019,8/17/2Al9,7lg/2019,71312019,
611312019 and613/2019; testimony of Kimberty Arrington)
7. During the period of high-water usage, a former tenant's ftrme was linked to the account
and the HLINA alerts were sent to the tenant. The property manager added current
tenants,
and
to the account on7D5l20l9 and
was
instructed by DC Water to create an online account which the owner must complete and
thereafter grant the online account access. @C Water Customer Contact Log enties

2,

dated 7 /25/201 9 and

8.

7

/22/2AD)

The property was inspected for leaks by one of the tenants, DC Water and a plumbing
company and no leaks were found. (Testimony of the parties)

9.

DC Water inspected for an underground leak and no underground leak was detected.
(Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC Water Service Order dated12/18/19)
10. DC Water pulled and tested the water meter and the meter was determined to have
98.63% accuracy. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is inconect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and420.8)

2.

DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:
(a) Verify the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Verift the meter reading for possible meter ovenead or douftful regishation;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter for malfi.rnction;

(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and

(f)

3.

4.

5.

Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See,21 DCMR 403.

D.C. Municipal Regulations bar adjustment of a customer's bill when all checks and tests
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive water consumption. (See 21 DCMR 408
which states: "In cases in which all checks and tests result in inconclusive findings that
provide no reasonable explanation for excessive consumption, no adjustment shall be
made to the bill for any portion of the excessive consumptiorq except as may be approved
by the General Manager, based upon a demonstration by the owner or occupant that such
an adjustment will fur*rer a significant public interest.")
An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water for
water, sewer and groundwater sewer service by either:
(a) Paying the bill, and notiffing V/ASA in writing that he or she believes the bill to be
incorrect and is paying under protest; or
(b) Not paying the current charges contained in the bill and notiffing WASA in writing,
within ten (10) working days after receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why the bill is
believed to be incorrect.
(See,21 DCMR $402)
"Challenges received after the ten-day (10) period stated in $402.1 will be deemed to
have been filed in an untimely manner. . . ." 21 DCMR 5402.2

DECISION
The customer in this matter failed to establish that more likely than not the
disputed was incorrect.

bill being

The evidence and testimony established that high water consumption was occurring at the
customer's property for an extended period starting June l, 2019 andincluding the periods in
dispute and that water consumpion haVis fluctuating to the present. DC Water established that
its watermeter was properly recording water us€d at the home and the utility presented meter
reads from the property reflecting when the spike started and its fluctuation to the present. The
utility, also, has evidence and the customer admitted that the utility sent high water usage alerts
that high water usage was occurring at the property and that the alerts were ineffective because
the customer failed to change contact information for the property when the tenants changed.
Notwithstanding that no leaks were detected upon inspection of the property, DC Water
presented evidence that its water meter was functioning property and within accepted standards

of meter accuracy and, as already noted, the utility has meter reads from the properfy
documenting water usage.
In instances uihere the utility's equipment is found to be operating properly and the caure
of high-water consumption is undetemrind the municipal regulations bar DC Water from
adjusting the customer's account for high wder consumption. (See, 2l DCMR
$40g)
The evidence

firther

faild to timely dispute the September
12,2Al9 bill. A bill challenge is based upon a customer's most recently received bill and a
customer has ten (10) working days to dispute a bill after receipt is the bill is not paid- DC Water
established that the customer

denied the customer's dispute as being untimely but because the rrility did investigate the high
usage and conducted its tests and checks the effect ofthe rmtimely dispute of one period is
nullffied in that throughout the course of high water
at the p€rio4 rryhich

usi€e

includes the period of dispute deemed untimely, nothing was presented to relieve the customer
from responsibility for payment of the water used or to show tha the water as charged was not
consumed at the property.

Accordingly, the determination by DC Water that the charges are valid and no basis
exists to adjust the customer's account is hereby AFFIRMED.

By:
W. Blassingame,

%"or/

za zt)

Copies to

O Steet, NW
Washington,DC20007
Washington Factoring, Inc.
c/o Kevin Schlosberg
3411 Dent Place,NW
Washington" DC20007

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF COLT'MBIA WATER AI\TD SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE: Airdome LLC
c/o Steve Weatherby
3400Idaho Avenue, NW
Washington,DC 20002

Account No:
Case No: 19-699779

Service Address:
1107

H Steet, NE

Amounts and Periods in Dispute:
6/7/2019to7/5/2A19 =$11,682.89
: $12,397.99
7/6/2019 to

8/7/2019

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 23,2020 at 2:00 p.m.
The customer contested a water and sewer bills for the periods of time noted above. The
DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water) declared that the customer's dispute was untimely.
The customer requested an administrative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 23,2020. Present for hearing were:
Steve Weatherby and Addison Holladay on behalf of Airdome LLC; and,Kimberly Arrington,
Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water.
Airdome LLC acquired the property in August 2018 with plans to convert what had been
commercial building housing a thrift store into a residential property. Mr. Weatherby stated that
there were problems with loiterers and drug transfers in front of the building so, in February
2019, adecision was made to board-up the building. The building was a two-story structure with
a basement. The building had one bat}room on the second floor.

Mr. Weatherby testified that he went into the building to look for any evidence of
standing water and he saw no water and he heard no running water. He added that the company
also wants to dispute its August 2019 bill which is in the amount of $22,000.00. Ms. Anington
interjected and asserted that the customer must contact the utility to dispute each billing period
and, in this instance, the utility's investigation of the customer's dispute did not extend to the
August bill.
Mr. Weatherby stated that the water and sewer bills were going to the properly which is
and has been vacant since purchase.

Mr. Weatherby stated that the water meter was removed from the pit sometime in August
or September 2019. Ms. Arrington interjected that the water meter was pulled by DC Water on
October 17,2019.

Mr. Weatherby asserted that the owner had no problem with vagrants or squatters
regarding the building. He stated that he did not call a plumber to inspect the building. He
stated that he called DC Water and spoke with Leah Marshall.
Mr. Weatherby explained that the water and sewer bills have been paid after the owner
entered into a joint venture agreement in March 2019 for development of the property. He stated
that prior to March 2019, bills for water service went to the site. Mr. Weatherby stated that the
charge for water and sewer service at the properfy had been $113.00 per billing period and that
after the high bills of July and August,2019, the September 2Al9 bill was back to nonnal at
$156.00.

Ms. Arington stated that the property owner failed to inform DC Water of the change of
title regarding the property.

Mr. Weatherby asserted that ever since September2}lg,the charge for water and sewer
service has been within normal range and that nothing was done at the propefty to cause a
change in water usage.

Mr.

Weatherby stated that the Administrative Hearing Petition was filed with DC Water
on September 23,2019 and in so doing, he was disputing the August bill. Mr. Weatherby
asserted that he assumed that his bill dispute would cover the earlier bill charge.

Ms. Arrington stated that the water service to the building was disconnected for nonpayment on August 13,2019. She stated that the customer's August bill statement was dated
August 7,2019 and, as such, by the time the customer disputed the bill, DC Water had turned
the water.

off

Ms. Arringlon testified that the meter reads are actual and correct. She stated that DC
Water conducted a test of the water meter and the meter was determinedto 99.55% accuracy.
She stated that, based upon meter reads from the property, the water usage started on June 19,
2019 at 4:00 p.m. and continued until August 3,2019 at 8:00 a.m.
Based upon the foregoing evidence and testimony adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing OfFrcer makes the following:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The property involved was a commercial building ptrchased in August 2018 for
development by converting the site to a residential building. (Testimony of Steve
Weatherby)
The customer's water reads showed no consumption until June 2019. (DC Water
Customer Contact Log entry dated7/19/2019)
The properly was boarded up as of February 2019 and was not developed when water
usage occurred at the property. (Testimony of Steve Weatherby)
Water service to the property was connected until DC Water disconnected service for
non-payment on August 13,2019. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
The customer failed and/or neglected to provide information to DC Water of the
transfer of ownership of the property and the utility lacked contact for the owner until
the utility conducted its own search for developers and obtained a telephone number

for the Holladay Corp. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC Water Customer
Contact Log entry datedg/13/2019)
6. DC Water conducted a search for the property owner and identified the phone number
of The Holladay Corp. and dwing a phone contact, DC Water advised that usage had
occurred at the properly in the period June thru August. @C Water Customer Contact
Log dated 9113/2019)
7. The customer contacted DC Water regarding the water and sewer charges on
September 16,2019 when someone (Ms. Baumgarder) called on behalf of the
developer/new owner and a request was made for an investigation after the DC Water
service representative advised the caller that high water usage had been occurring
starting 6/19/19 and ending 8/3119. (DC Water Customer contact Log entry

9/t6/20r9)

8. on september

17,2}l9,LeahMarshall, supervisor, Department of customer
Services, DC Water, sent an email instructing staffto generate untimely letters for
July and August bills regarding the customer's account. (DC Water Customer Contact

Log entry 09/17/2019
The customer's July and August bills were datedT/19/19 and 8llg/lg,respectively,
(See Bill Summaries datedT/19/19 and g/19/19)
10. DC Water sent to the customer a Petition form and Investigation letter stating that the
customer's dispute was untimely. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; Investigation
Letter dated'9/r7/2019; DC water customer contact Log entry 9/17/2019)
11. DC Water noted that the customer was disputing the bill dated 7/l9l20lg for the
period June 7, 2019 to July 5, 2019. (customer contact Log dated 9124/2019)
12. When the customer submitted the Administrafive Hearing Petition, the customer
unote that the dispute was of the bill dated 8ll9/19;the hearing petition was dated
9/23/2019 and received by DC Water on9/24/2019. (The record in this matter)
13. When the customer's representative entered the property, there was no evidence of
standing water or running water. (Testimony of Steve weatherby; DC water
Customer Contact Log dated 9/16/2A19)
14. DC Water has meter reads reflecting the start and end of water usage at the property.
(Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC Water Meter Read Log)
1 5. DC Water tested the water meter and the meter was deterrrined to have 99.55%
accuracy. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington; DC water Meter Test Results)
16. There was no reported water usage at the property until June l9,20lg at 4:00 p.m.
and water ran until August 3,2019 when it stopped at 8:00 a.m. (Testimony of
Kimberly Arington; DC Water Meter Test Results)
17' There had been a problem at the property regarding loiterers and drug transactions but
the customer denied any problem with vagrants or squafiers. (Testimony of Steve
Weatherby)
18. When asked if any contractors had been at the property location, the customer's
representative did not answer the DC Water representative's inquiry but stated that
the owner/developer's team had not visited the location. @C Water Customer
Contact Log enty dated9/1612079)

9.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that
the decision of DC Water is inconect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

2-

Once the customer establishes a prima facie case that s/he did not use and/or was not
responsible for payment of the water as charged, the burden shifts to DC Water to

I

3.

rebut the customer's claim that s/he did not use the water as charged. (Catewoqdl
DC WASA,82 A3d 41, D.C. Court of Appeals 2013)
DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the

following:
(a) Verifr the computations made in the formulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Veriff the meter reading for possible meter overread or douftfirl registation;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter for malfunction;

(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfunction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See,21 DCMR 403.

4.

5.

An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water
for water, sewer and groundwater sewer service by either:
(a)Paying the bill, and notifting WASA in uriting that he or she believes the bill to
be incorrect and is paying under protest; or
(b)Not paying the current charges contained in the bill and notiffing WASA in
writing, within ten (10) working days after receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why the
bill is believed to be incorrect.
(See,21 DCMR $402)
"Challenges received after the ten-day (10) period stated in $402.1

will

be deemed to

2l DCMR 5402.2
After receiving the Investigation Report by DC Water, an owner or occupant may file
a petition for an administslive hearing to review the Utility's decision with fifteen
(15) calendar days. (See, 2l DCMR $409.2 and 9412.2)
have been filed in an untimely maruter...."

6.

DECISION
DC Water has dispute processing rules that limit the time in which a customer may
dispute bill charges, as well as, request an administrative hearing. Ten (10) working days after
receipt of the bill is the time within which a customer may dispute a bill that the customer fails to
pay. (See, 2l DCMR 5402.2) 15 calendar days of the utility's decision regarding a bill dispute is
the time limit within which a customer may request an administrative hearing. The D.C. Court of

Appeals has ruled that DC Water may waive the time limits but if the utility elects not to do so, a
customer who fails to meet the set time limits loses his right to dispute a bill and/or request and
have an administrative hearing. (See, Gatewood v. DC WASA, 82 A.3d 41, D.c. court of
Appeals 2013)

DC Water determined and maintains that the customer failed to timely dispute the bill
charges. The evidence established that a call was made to the utility on behalf of the customer on
September 16,2019 at which time DC Water inforrned the caller that it was too late to dispute
the bill. The customer service representative supervisor taking the call wrote that the customer
asked for a bill investigation letter and adminishative hearing petition. Per the utility's records,
an untimeliness letter and a petition form were emailed to the customer on September 17,2019.
Pursuant to the applicable regulations, the customer was, in fact, untimely in the dispute of the
charges. With respect to the bill dated 7/l9l20l9,the customer's time for disputing the bill
charges expired on August 2,2019. With respect to the bill dated 8/19/20l9,the customer's time
for disputing the bill charges expired on September 3,2019.
The customer's request for an investigation letter and administrative hearing petition
form does not or, at least, should not revive the missed time limitations for disputing a bill
charge. In this instance, however, DC Water scheduled this matter for hearing and investigated
the customer's dispute.

During the hearing, testimony established that the customer purchased the property for
development and development has not yet occtrred. The property sits boarded up as an effort by
the owner to prevent and/or discourage drug sales and loitering. The owner/developer's
representative who called DC Water on September 16,2019 told the utility that none of their
team had been in the property. DC Water documented its eflorts to identify the property owner
and to contact the owner regarding non-payment of the water and sewer bill. Mr. Weatherby,
who appeared for the hearing, admitted that no interest was shown to the property because
development of the same had not begun and the developer had several other projects in addition
to the property at issue. During the September 16, 2019 callto DC Water, the owner's
representative did not answer DC Water's inqurty as to whether contactors had been in the
building and DC Water suggested that a vacant and boarded building, such as the propeffy, could
allow for all types of illegal usage. Mr. Weatherby denied having a problem with vagrants and
squatters at the building, but, his testimony lacks foundation in that based upon the evidence,
after purchase, the owner did nothing with the building except to board the same six (6) months
later and then, to send someone out to inspect the property after DC Water identified the owner
and contacted the owner about non-payment of the bill and advised that high water usage had
occurred at the property. The testimony and evidence established that water service to the
property was tumed offby DC Water on August 13,2019 but Mr. Weatherby testified that he
went into the property to look for standing water and he hemd no running water. In that the
owner did not know about the stafus of the water account until DC Water contacted the owner on
September l3,20l9,the preponderance of the evidence is that the property inspection could not
have occurred prior to contact by the utility and DC Water's notes reflect that "Ms. Bamberger"
called DC Water regarding a dispute and said that "they' went to the property and there were no

signs of leaks. (See, DC Water Customer Contact Log entry 9/16/2019 at 15:28:56) This
communication between utility and customer reveals that Mr. Weatherby did not realizethat the
water service was disconnected and that it would be unreasonable to investigate leaks when the
water was not tumed on. The Hearing Officer is convinced that, even though Mr. Weatherby did
not testifr as to when he went to the property to inqpect for leaks, the inspection occurred
sometime between September 13,2019 when DC Water made contact with the owner and the
call was made on September 16,2019 to DC Water on behalf of the owner and it was said that
'they" went to the property and there were no signs of any leaks.

DC Water presented meter reads from the property which reflect when usage started and
when usage ended at the property. The utility also tested that water meter from the property and
the meterwas determined to be functioning appropriately regarding accuracy.

A property owner is responsible for what oocurs at its property. The evidence and
testimony established that water usage occurred at the property. The property owner failed to
monitor both the property and the water and sewer charges billed regarding water used,
consumed or wasted at the property. No evidence established any negligence or fault by the
utility; the utility's equipment was shown to be working While the dispute was untimely, DC
Water investigated this matter and granted a hearing. The charges are determined to be valid,
based upon meter reads from the property, and no basis exists to adjust the customer's accoturt.
.As suclU the owner is responsible for the bill charges.

By
W. Blassingame,
Date:
Copy to:

Mr. Steve Weatherby
Airdome LLC
3400Idalro Avenue, NW
Washinglo4 DC 20016
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Officer

BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OX' CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Road, NW

Account No:
Case No: 19-539731

Washington,DC20016
Amounts and Periods in Dispute:
lll3/20l8to 51712019 : $1,334.77
5/812019

to

ll8/2020

:$2,129.29

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Offrcer
January 28,2020 at l:00 p.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the periods of time noted above. The
DC Water and Sewer Authority @C Water) investigated the water and sewer charges and
determined that the charges were valid and no basis exists to adjust the customer's account with
respect to the charges billed for the period 5/8/2019 to l/812020. With respect to the charges
billed for the period ll/3/20l8 to 5/7/2019, the utility determined that the account had been
overbilled for water consumption. The customer requested an adminishative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 28,2020. Present for hearing were:
; Kimberly Arington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water;
Mary Larris, Senior Billing Agent, DC Water; and, Arlene Andrews, DC Water (as an observer
only).
The property involved is a single-family home purchased by
in July
stated that he and his family actually moved into the home in August 2018.
The property has one kitchen, five and one-haH(5 %) bathrooms, a washing machine, a
dishwasher, one outside faucet and an inigation system.
stated that the inigation
system is equipped with a saturation sensor and it, generally, mns every day or every other day
and is tumed off in November of each year. The customer stated that, on average, less than .3
CCF of water are used at the property on a daily basis and that, historically, the water and sewer
charge is under Two Hr.rndred Dollars ($200.00) per billing period.
2018.

testified tha! with respect to the first dispute of the bill dated 11/28/2018,
DC Water conducted an administrative bill review which resulted in an added charge of Eight
Hundred Dollars ($800.00) to his account. The customer complained that he had just been billed
Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) on his bill dated May 2019. He asserted that the utility added
the $800.00 charge to the account without explanation.
testified that he hired a plumber to inspect his property and the plumber
found no leaks but suspected that the water meter was faulty. The customer stated that the
plumber told him that his bill was high for a family of five (5) people. The customer submitted a
copy of a plumber's invoice dated June 17,2019 from Thomas E. Clark Plumbing, lnc. On the
invoice, the plumber wrote that a small run was found on one toilet and that the flapper needed to

be replaced. The plumber wrote that the customer would replace the flapper himself. The
plumber, further, wrote that a hose bib was replaced on the left of the house, that the water
service was checked and it was not leaking. The plumber questioned whether the meter was bad.

The customer stated that he thought the administrative hearing was about the first dispute
and that he was told that DC Water tested the water meter and that the meter passed. The
customer questioned why the utility replaced the water meter if the meter passed testing.

With respect to the dispute of the bill dated l/14/2020 for the period 5/812019 to
I/8/2020, the customer pointed out that the utility estimated his water rffiage for four (4) months
from September to December and, then, adjusted the bills.
contended that the
rsage amounts reflected on the lll4l2020 bill do not add up and he pointed out that the adjusted
bill shows three (3) meters at his property.
asserted that water usage at his home, when compared to that of others in
his neighborhood, was high. The customer provided a chart reflecting his water usage based
upon the main domestic water meter and his irrigation water meter. The customer stated that .7
CCF of water per day was allegedly used by his household while the neighborhood average was
2.5 CCF.
stated that his reported water usage has declined since the new water
meter was placed at his property.
stated that the irrigation water meter at his prope4y has never been tested
and that the meter was at the properly when he purchased the house. He, also, asserted that there
have been no repairs.

The customer pointed out that there was greater than average rainfall in June, July and
October, yet, his reported water usage tipled.
pointed out that the irrigation
system has a saturation sensor which prevents watering when it is not necessary.

Ms. Arrington stated that DC Water did not test the irrigation water meter. She stated
that the utility did test the main domestic water meter and that the meter was detennined to have
I0I.04% accuracy which is passing based upon standards set by the American Water Works
Association as accepted accuracy of a water meter is between 98.5% and 101.5%.
Ms. Arington testified that the utility estimated water used at the property from9/9/2019
to 1216/2019. She stated that the meter reads were valid and that the utility adjusted for inigation
meter credit. She asserted that when the customer moved into the house, he established his
historical usage between the period 7ll3l20l8 to lll2l20l8 on the domestic water meter and that
over 112 days the customer averaged 7.435CCF of usage. Ms. Arrington pointed out that, based
upon the usage chart provided by the customer, between lll20l8 and 5/20l9,the customer
averaged 8.00 CCF of water per month.

Ms Arrington stated that there was no water usage registering on the irrigation water
meteruntilMay 7,2019.
Ms. Arrington testified that a DC Water service technician went out to the property in

May 2019 because of the customer's complaint that his water usage was too high. She stated
that there was no customer contact with the utility in April or May 2019. When questioned
regarding customer contact with the utility, Ms. A:rington stated that she did not customer notes
of the customer calling DC Water regarding his bill and that there was no note made of an April
call by the customer to the utility. Ms. Arrington, then, stated that the service order generated
was to have a technician go out to validate the water meter and to read the water meter. She
testified that on May 16, 2019, the service technician found two (2) water meters at the propertyone meter was34" and the other meter was a one-inch meter. Ms. Arrington stated that the
technician did not find an irrigation water meter at the properly, so, between July 2019 and
october 20r9,the customer was billed for both water and sewer service.
Ms. Anington testified that the one-inch water meter is the domestic water meter and that
it was only the one-inch domestic water meter upon which the customer was billed between
5/8/2A19 and 1012019. Ms. Arrington asserted that the utility did not bill the customer onthes/q"
water meter for water usage; she asserted that regarding the t/t" water meter, the customer was
only billed for fees. Ms. Anington continued that, based upon its investigation, the utility found
that the Va" water meter was an irrigation water meter and based upon this determination, the
utility on January 14,2020 reversed the charges on the bills berween 5/8/2019 and 10/2019 and
re-billed the customer. Ms. Arrington stated that usage upto 8/5/2019 was based upon actual
meter reads in the utility's STAR system. She asserted that irrigation usag€ started on 5/712019
and that the meter fee for aY+" watet meter is higher than the fee for a 518" water meter, so, as
such, when the

bill was corrected, the charge

was higher.

interjected that the calculations by DC Water do not make sense. Ms.
Arrington stated that she did not know how the calculations were made and that Ms. Larris
would explain the same.

Ms. Larris testified that a new domestic water meter was installed at the property on
December 4,2019. She stated that DC Water estimated the customer's water usage from August
6,2019 to December 6, 2019 based upon historical water usage. Ms. Larris testified that the
customor's original bill did not give credit for his inigation water meter for the period May 8,
2019 to January 8,2020. Ms. Lanis added that the customer had no water meter between August
8 , 2019 and Decemb er 4, 2019 because the water usage had been put on a straight line and, as
such, the utitity estimated the customer's domestic water usage. Ms. Larris testified that the
utility had actual meter reads from the irrigation water meter at the properg. Ms Larris stated
that she can only say that water went thru the irrigation water meter and that the irrigation water

meter was not tested and that the inigation water meter still has not been tested. She stated that
the irrigation system is tumed offOctoberA.lovember of each year and that, as of now, the

inigation water meter is not showing usage so the meter is fine.

The customer pointed out that he used 7.435 CCF of water over I 12 days which is .066
CCF per day as historical usage but Ms. Larris used 8 CCF over 30 days which averages .267

CCF of water usage per day and that her calculation is higherby 21Youpon which his bills were
estimated.

The Hearing Officer noted that the usage chart shows actual meter reads fiom May 2019
to December 2019 even though the testimony is that there was no meter at the proper(y.
was not billed

argues that he was deprived of the lower historical usage rate because he
monthly. He points out that a customer is billed at a lower rate for the first 4 CCF

of water usage each month but that he only got the lower rate for May 2019.
Ms. Laris stated that the customer received the same rate for his water usage.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Officer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
his wife and three (3) children. (Testimony of
There are two (2) periods in dispute. The first dispute involved the bill dated
5128/2019 for the period 11/2812018 to 5/712019. The second dispute involved the bill
dated 1114/2020 for the period 5/8/2019 to 11812020. (The record in this matter)
The customer has two water meters- a domestic water meter measuring water used in
the home and an irrigation water meter measuring water used for irrigation only and
as such which does not go into the sewer system. (Testimony of the parties)

The customer has a one-inch water meter owned by DC Water which is located
outside in the tree space of the property and the customer has a3/t inch irrigation
meter located inside. (Testimony of the parties)
DC Water based the customer's water usage charge upon his having a one-inch water
meter and a 5/8" water meter at the property. (The record in this matter; See customer
Bill Summaries dated 8l7ll8,9/14/18 10/28118,1 1/18/18, l2ll0/18,ll8/lg,Z/7llg,

5/28/t9, U14/20)

6.

The customer did not have a domestic water meter between 818/2019 and 1214/2019
and during this period, the customer's water usage was estimated. (Testimony of

Kimberly Arrington and Mary Larris)

7.

.
8.

The customer complained that his water bill was too high and he hired a plumber to
inspect the property. The plumber wrote that a small run was found on one toilet and
that the flapper needed to be replaced and that the customer would replace the flapper
himself. The plumber, further, wrote that a hose bib was replaced on the left of the
house, that the water service was checked and it was not leaking. The plumber
questioned whether the meter was bad. (Invoice dated June 17,2019 from Thomas E.

Clark Plumbing,Inc.)
DC Water sent a service tecbnician out to the property on May 16,2019. When the
service technician was at the property, the service technician noted finding aTe" water
meter inside and a l" water meter in the tee space but no 5/8" meter at the property.
(Service Technician notes; Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)

9.

Ms. Arrington's testimony wirs that because the service technician failed to report
finding an irrigation water meter at the property, DC Water billed the customer for
water and sewer for the period 7/2019 to lDl}}l9,however, Ms. Larris testified that
the utility did not give the customer irrigation credit for the period 5l$llg to l/5/20.
A review of the bill charges to the customer reflects that the customer was charged
for total water and sewer for the period 5/8/19 thru I ll7llg,without any credit being
given for water diverted for irrigation only. (Testimony of Kimberly Arington, Mary
Larris, Bill Summaries dated 6lll/19,7125/19,8/9lL9,9lIll1-9,l0l9ll9, and.llll2lIg)
DC Water did not provide a copy of the Bill Summary for the period ll/7/19 to
12/3119. (The record in this matter)
10' DC Water conducted an investigation of the bill charges of 5/28/2019 and determined
that an adjustunent was warranted because actual meter readings indicated that the
account was overbilled for water consumption. @C 'Water tnvestigation Letter dated
6/27/2019)
I l. Instead of reducing the customer's account charges, for the period ll/3l20l} to
517/2019, after the bill adjustment by DC Water, the customer believed that an
additional charge of Eight Hundred Dollars ($800.00) was added to customer's bill
charge. (Testimony of
; Bill Summary dated 512g/2019)
12. The bill adjustment was for bills between12120/2018 to 05/20/19 and resulted in
other charges and credits of $159.44 to the customer's account.
@ill Summary dated
st28/20r9)
13. A charge of $883.58 appears of the customeros Bill Summary dated6/11/19 and the
charge is an accumulated charge of past due amount of $532.20 and current charges
for the period 5/8/19 to 615/19 in the arnount of $351.38; the past due amount
includes the $159.44 charged to the customer's account on the adjusted bill statement
dated 5/28/19. (The record in this matter; See Bill Summaries dated 5/28119 and

6ln/t9)

14. On January 14,2020, DC Water determined that the 3/+" water meter at the property
was, in fact, the irrigation water meter and the utility reversed its charges for bills

between 518/19 to l0/lg and re-billed the customer using a higher rate based upon
meter size - 5/8" vs/ 3/t" meters, resulting in the customer's rate for the3/+'meter
being higher than previous billings since the utility had been billing for a 5/8" meter.

(Testimony of Kimberly Anington)
1 5. DC Water installed a new domestic water meter on Decemb
er 4, 201,9 . (Testimony of
Kimberly Anington)
16. DC Water did not test the customer's irrigation meter for purposes of investigation of
the dispute. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington and Mary Larris)
17. The irrigation meter at the property was there at time of purchase of the property by
. (Testimony of
)
18. DC Water tested the customer's main water meter and the meter was determined to
have 101.04Yo accuracy. (Testimony of Kimberly Anington)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

The burden of proof is on the customet to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that
the decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.9)

2.

Once the customer establishes a prima facie case that s/he did not use and/or was not
responsible for payment of the water as charged, the burden shifts to DC Water to

rebut the customer's claim that s/he did not use the water as charged. (Catewooa v.
DC WASA. 82 A.3d 41, D.C. Court of Appeals Z0I3)

3.

4.

An irrigation meter is a privately-owned dedicated water meter used exclusively
to meter water used for outdoor water and inigation and allows tracking of water that
does not go into the sewer system. DC Water maintains the right to approve and test
such meters for installation by a properly owner and the utility may inspect and
remove the meter for testing. (See, 21 DCMR $305)
DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:
(a) Verify the computations made in the forrnulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Verify the meter reading for possible meter ovenead or douftful registration;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtwes, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter for malfirnction;
(e) Check the water-cooled air conditioning system, if any, for malfirnction; and
(f) Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.

See,2l DCMR403.

5.

An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water
for water, sewer and groundwater sewer seroice by either:
(a) Paying the bill, and notifying WASA in writing that he or she believes the bilt to be
incorrect and is paying under protest; or
(b) Not paying the current charges contained in the bill and notifring WASA in writing,
within ten (10) working days after receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why the bill is
believed to be incorrect.

6. If the utility finds the bill to be enoneous, it shall adjust the bill accordingly and

7.
8.
9.

refrrnd any overcharge paid. (21 DCMR g40l.l(c))
Meters shall be read quarterly, or at such other times as the Director shall determine.
(21 DCMR 308.1 and 309.1)

DC Water is granted the authority to establisb, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges
for services, facilities, or commodities furnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C.
Code $34-2202.03(lt)
Equitable laches comes into play when two prerequisites are met- the defendant must
have been prejudiced by the plaintiffs delay and the delay must have been

unre{Nonable. (see, King v- Kitchen Magic

, 391 A.2d I I 84, I I 87-88
Fannie B. Martin v. William Carter, 400 A.2d326 @.C.1979).

@.c. l97s);

DECISION
The customer testified that his bills did not make sense and upon examination of the bills
and consideration of DC Water's explanation of the billing, the Hearing Officer concludes that
the facts are convoluted, the bills are confusing and DC Water's explanation of the billing fails to
overcome the evidence that certain disputed charges are incorrect. As such, the customer is
entitled to an adjusfinent ofhis account.
The customer believed that his water and sewer bills were too high. He hired aplumber
and a leak was found in addition to the plumber casting suspicion that the water meter was
faulty. When DC Water investigated the bill dispute, it determined that it had overbilled the
customer. When the utility adjusted the customer's account, the customer was charged more
money than he had been charged before the account was adjusted. DC Water provided no
reasonable explanation of why the customer's charge as reflected in the Bill Summary dated
5l28ll9 increased by $ I 59.44 after it had deterrnined that it had overbilled the customer. On the

customer's bill, the utility showed current charges of $1,334.77 and atotal amount due of
$532.20 and that the bill was an adjusted bill for an extended period. Based upon the evidence
and testimony presented, the Hearing Officer is unable to detennine how and in what amount the

utility corrected the customer's account for overbilling as reflected on the bill statement dated
5l28ll9 for the period ll/3/18 to 5/7 /19, since the customer's charge increased as opposed to
decreasing ,rs one would assume if the customer had been overbilled.
DC Water admits that it failed to take into consideration the irrigation meter at the
property and it billed the customer for sewer for water used shictly for irrigation. Ms. Larris
testified that the customer's original bilts for the period 5/8/19 to l/8120 did not give an inigation
qedit.
When the customer purchased his home, the house came with an irrigation meter. Such a
meter is owned by the property owner but it is still subject to the authority of the water company.
Somehow, DC Water believed, or, at least, billed the customer for a 5/8-inch water meter. The
customer did not have a 5/8-inch water meter at his property. The customer's main water meter
was a one-inch meter and the irrigation meter was %-inch. Testimony and evidence established
that the main water meter was in the tee box outside of the home and that the irrigation meter
was located inside. There was no evidence that the customer had more than one water line,
therefore, the main water meter measured all water used by the customer including water used
for the irrigation system and the irrigation meter measured that portion of overall used water that
went outside for irrigation and did not go through the sewer system.

DC Water adjusted the customer's account, a second time, as reflected in the Bill
Summary dated l/t4/20. The customer argued and asserted that the adjustment failed to take into

consideration the reduced rate given to the first 4 CCF of usage each billing period. The
customer asserted that he would have received the reduced rate charge if he had been billed

monthly as opposed to a single billing for an extended period of adjushnent. A review of the bill
shows that the customer was afforded the reduced rate on 20.00 CCF
@$2.91., then, there was a
rate change and the utility afforded the customer the new rate of $3.06 for 13 CCF of water per
each subsequent billing. In total, the customer was afforded the reduced rate on 33 CCF of water
usage. As such, the Hearing Of,ficer finds no error in the application of the billing rate by the

utility.
The Hearing Officer found an elror in the calculation of water usage registering on the
main water meter for the period 5/8/19 to I2l3ll9. The utility stated that the prior read was 5,361
and the current read was 21,725 rendering CCF usage of 163.64. The subtaction of the prior
read from the current read, however, results in CCF usage of I53.64,as such the customer was
overbilled 10 CCF.

DC Water did not provide a customer bill statement between November 7,2019 to the
adjusted ending date of January 8,2}2};presumably, the missing statement would have been for
the period November 7,2019 to December 3,2019. The utility estimated the customer's water
usage for

bill

charges starting August 6, 2019 thru Novemb er 7 ,2A19 and it billed based on
actual meter reads for the prior bills June 2019 thruAugust 5,2019.It had an actual meter read
for the period December 4,2019 to January 8,2020. The usage reflected in said bills from June
2019 to November 2019, both estimated and actual, totaled 108.20 CCF of water. The chart
provided by the customer showed estimated usage of 8 CCF for 12/612019 and the utility shows

9.42 CCF used by the customer between 12/4/19 and l/8/20, however, when one calculates
usage billed to the customer's account, the utility billed for a total of 172.06 CCF of water for the
period 5/8/19 to l/8120 which amounts to an adjushnent of an additional55.44 CCF of water
charged to the customer. Thus, while the utility corrected the failure to account for the inigation
meter, it back billed the customer for added water usage over that estimated or not billed in the
original bills to the customer. In essence, without e4planation by the utility either at time of
adjusting the customet's account or during the hearing of the customer's dispute, the utility did

not acknowledge that, in the adjusted bill dated l/t4120, the customer was being charged for
water usage not previously billed to his account. To the contrary, in testimony DC Water
purported that the customer's charge was increased because the charge for a 5/8-inch water meter
was lower than the charge for a3/n inch water meter. The Hearing Officer, after review of the
customet's bills submitted during the hearing, finds no evidence of a change in rate charge on the
customer's account for correction of meter size because it was determined that the inigation
meter was, in fact, a%nchmeter as opposed to a 5/8-inch meter;. Each of the customer's Bill
Summaries, in evidence, a 5/8-inch meter appears on the bill in addition to the customer's main
one-inch water meter.

DC Water has no specific regulation regarding back-billing or limitation on its ability to
back-bill a customer's account. The authority to back-bill comes only through its broad authority

to charge and collect for water and sewer service. (See, D.C. Code $34-2202.03(ll). In this
case, it appears, based upon the evidence, that DC Water sought to collect additional payment for
water and sewer services through its back billing of the customer in the guise of an adjusted bill
to give credit of the inigation meter, after having estimated the water usage. DC Water estimated
the customer's water usage starting August 6,2019 until it obtained a meter read on December 3,
2019 when it changed the customer's water meter. It estimated the customer's water usage for
four (4) months.
Some water authorities have addressed the issue of back-billing but DC Water has not
done so. Other authorities have established back-billing practices relating to length of time that
they can back-bill or the types of customers subject to back-billing. The water authorities that
have passed regulations addressing back-billing have indicated that they have done so to protect
the interests of consumers in promptly settling their accounts while at the same time providing a
reasonable time for utilities to conect inaccuracies in billing. For exarrrple, the NY Water
Authority has a statutory limit on back-billing. (See , Perry Thompson Third Co., v. City of New
Yorlc, et a1.,279 A.D.2d 108; 718 N.Y.S.2d 306; 2000 N.Y. App. Div. LEXIS 13984, citing the
Governor's Mem Approving L. 1979,ch233,1979 Legis Ann, atl47.)

The issue herein is one of fairness to both sides. The one regulation that clearly applies in
this matter is that DC Water has an obligation to read the water meter and according to the
regulation, the reading is to be done on a quarterly basis. See, 21 DCMR 308-l and 309.1. In this
case, the meter was not read pursuant to regulation or, at leasl the utility failed to bill the
customer using meter reads for a period exceeding a quarterly basis.

In some cases where a customer is caused harm through no fault of his/her doing but due to
the utility's failwe to perform some task like, in this case, billing the customer based upon meter
reads for a period longer than three (3) months, the customer is relieved from liability based
upon the equitable defense of laches.
In that there are no specific regulations authorizing back-billing or reshicting the same, this
body maintains that it is appropriate to examine bill disputes on a case-by-case basis in an effort
to weigh unpredictable and/or arbitrary billing and the prompt settling of customer accounts
against conecting billing deficiencies. In weighing the factors, the Hearing Officer is convinced
that this dispute is appropriate for imposition of the doctrine of laches on behalf of the customer.
Laches is an equitable defense against harm caused by another's delay or failure to take
action.

In summary, the customer is entitled to the defense of laches against the imposition of
55.44 CCF of water usage not previously billed to his account. DC Water shall remove the back
billed charges for water and sewer service in the amount of 55.44 CCF of water usage and the
customer's estimated charges billed for the period August 6,2019 to November 7, 2019 shall
reinstated to the account as water used during said period. With respect to the period starting
November 8,2019 to December 3,2019 the estimated charge of 8 CCF shall be applied to the
account if the same was not already billed. [Note, the Hearing Offrcer was not provided a copy
i

t

of the Bill Summary for November 8, 2019 to December 3,2019 or any bill after the bill dated
lL/lzllg until the utility issued the adjusted bill dated l/14/20.8 CCF is reflected on the chart
submitted by the customer showing 8 CCF as the estimated water usage billed December 6,
2019.1With respect to the period December 4,2019 to January 8,2020,the customer's Bill
Summary dated lll4l20 reflects that the customer used 9.42 CCF of water based upon an actual
meter read. As such, the utility shall charge the customer for 9.42 CCF for water usage the period
December 4,2019 to January 8,2020.
Based upon the directed removal of 55.44 CCF billed to the customer's account, DC

Water shall recalculate the appropriate irrigation credit to be applied to the account and adjust
the customer's account appropriately.
As previously stated, the Hearing Ofhcer lacks sufficient evidence to address how the
customer's bill increased as opposed to decrease lvhen the account was adjusted based upon the
utility's determination that it had overbilled the customer prusuant to it investigation of charges
on the 05/2812019 bill. (See Investigation Letter dated06/2712019) DC Water is directed to revisit the determination that the customer's actual meter reads indicate the account was overbilled
for water consumption and provide further explanation to the customer of the overbilling and
adjust the customer's account appropriately.
Based upon the foregoing, the determination by DC Water that the chmges on the
0l/14/2020 bill are valid and no basis exists to adjust the customer's account is hereby
REVERSED and the determination by DC Water in its investigation of charges on the
05/28/2019 bill is remanded to the utility as explained above.

By:
W. Blassingame,
Date

Copy to:
Belt Road" NW
Washingtorq DC 20016

z-(J

BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Underwood Stoeet, NW
Washington,DC 20012

Account No:
Case No: 2A48249

Amount in Dispute: $186.98
Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 28,2020 at 10:00 a.m.

MEMORANDUM TO FILE
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the above account for the period July
19,2019 to August 19,2A19. The DC Water and Sewer Authority @C Water) investigated the
charges and determined that the account had been billed based on actual meter readings, that the
charges were valid and no adjustment was warranted. The customer requested an administrative
hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 28,2020. Present for hearing were
and Kimberly Arrington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC Water.
In his Petition for Administrative Hearing, the customer contended that only two (2)
adults lived and used water at the property. He discussed that fact that, during the mummer
months, he waters his grass and the grass of his neighbor but he inferred that his activity did not
account for the water usage as charged and/or that he should not be charged for sewer service.

At the start of the hearing, Ms. Anington requested opportunity to speak with tlre
customer, Upon conclusion of their discussion, the parties requested to put of the record a
memorialization of their agreement.
Ms. Anington represented that DC Water pulled the water meter at the property for
testing and it was deterrnined that the water meter failed the test, in that, the water meter
accuracy wars 97.00%o which is outside of the accepted perimeters for water meter accuracy as
established by the American Water Works Association. Based upon the water meter test failure,
Ms. Arington stated that DC Water has adjusted the customer's account and based his charge
upon his historical average daily usage. Ms. Arrington stated that the customer 's next Bill
Summary will reflect for the period at issue a charge of $86.31 for 7 CCF of water.
stated that he accepts the adjustment as represented by Ms. Arrington and he

withdraws his dispute.
Ms. Arrington suggested to the customeq since he waters his yard and that of his
neighbor, that he might consider installing an irrigation meter. She infonned the customer that a
licensed plumber is required to install an irrigation meter.

Bas€d upon the foregoing, Hearing Officer declarcd this matter MOOT based rryon
settlement and agreemeirt of the prties.

By:
W. Blassingme,

%d

?222

BEFORE TIIE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AIID SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
Nash Street, NE
Washington, DC 20019

Account No:
Case No: 19-444340

Amounts and Periods in Dispute:
1125/2019 to 2125/2019
$185.26
5/2312019 to 612012019 $191.31
s/14/20l8to
- $184.49

6l2tl20l8

:
:

Before Janet W. Blassingame, Hearing Officer
January 28,202A at 2:00 p.m.
The customer contested water and sewer bills for the periods of time noted above. The
DC Water and Sewer Authority @C Water) investigated the water and sewer charges for the
period l/25/2019 to2/25/2019 and determined that the charges were valid and no basis exists to
adjust the customer's account. With respect to the charges billed for the period 5114/2018 to
6/21/2018, the utility detennined that the dispute was untimely. The customer requested an
administative hearing.

This matter was scheduled for hearing on January 28,2020. Present for hearing were:
represented by Grace Soderberg, Assistant People's Counsel, DC OfFrce of
People's Counsel, along with Rusheeda Boyd, Community Outreach Specialist, DC People's
Counsel, and, Chandler Crumlin, Program Management, DC People's Counsel; Kimberly
Arrington, Supervisor, Customer Support, on behalf of DC water; June Adams, Sr.
Communication Specialist, DC Water; and, Arlene Andrews, DC Water (as an observer only).
Geneva Parker, Manager, Deparfment of Customer Services, DC Water joined the hearing at the
very end ofthe hearing as an observer.
The property involved is a single-family residence owned and occupied by
for the past eighteen (18) years. The house has a total offive (5) occupants.
The house has three and one-half (3 %) bathrooms, one kitchen, two (2) outside faucets, a
washing machine, a utility sink, and a dishwasher.
stated that her water and sewer bill
has, historically, been between Eighty-five Dollms ($85.00) and One Hundred Ten Dollars
($110.00) per billing period.

testified she noticed that her bill dated 2120/2A19 was extremely high on
particular days and she went back and saw that, also, on particular days her usage was high in
June 2018, as well. She called DC Water to dispute the bills and was told that the dispute for the
2018 bill was too old and that the bill had been paid. The customer stated that her June 2019 bill
was, also, high.

testified that DC Water sent a service technician to her home to inspect for
leaks. She stated that the technician performed dye tests and found no leaks. She pointed out that
the investigation report dated 8114/2019 indicated that there were no leaks interior or
underground.
Ms. Arrington interjected that when DC Water removed and tested that water meter at the
property, the water meter was determined to have 102.3%o accuracy which is below the accepted
standard for water meter accuracy and, as such, the meter failed testing. Ms. Arrington
explained that water meters are to have accuracy between 95.5% and 101.50% pursuant to
standards set by the American Water Works Association.
Ms. Arrington stated that DC Water offered to adjust the customer's account due to the
failure of the water meter, however, the customer thought that the offered adjustnent was to low.
Ms. Arington asserted that the utility, nevertheless, did adjust the customer's account.
asserted that she did not understand the calculation of the account adjustment. She, further,
complained that the process took too long. She acknowledged that the account was adjusted by
DC Water in November 2019.
Ms. Arrington testified that when DC Water adjusts a customer's account, it adjusts
water, sewer, pilot and ROW charges. Ms. Arringlon testified that she told the customer that the
utility wanted to adjust her account in lieu of an administrative hearing. She testified that the
periods to be adjusted were:
1125/2019 to 2/25/2019

5/23/2019 to 6/2412019
5/t8/20r8 to 6/2112018

Ms. Anington testified that after the water meter failed testing, the customer wanted a hearing
even though her account had been adjusted. Ms. Arrington testified that the customer wanted the
adjustment to apply to the entire period that the water meter was in service at the property5 /17 12017 to 10123 /2019.
complains that DC Water has not been fair to her, that she has received no help
from the utility, the utility has no concern for her and its dispute system is set-up to discourage
complaint.
feels that the utility's position is that with respect to the credit given, she is
to take the credit given or leave it.
stated that the utility's attitude made her mad.
June Adams asserted that DC Water relies upon its customers to dispute bills if anything
appears to be wrong regarding the charges. Ms. Adams asserted that
accepted the
charges to her account in the past. Ms. Adams apologized to
for delay in treatment by

DC Water regarding her dispute and she informed the customer that the utility has adjusted the
disputed periods. Ms. Adams explained how the utility uses a customer's historical usage to
calculate an account adjustment"
stated that she wants her charges regarding specific spike days adjusted as
opposed to an adjushnent for a billing period/month. Ms. Adams responded that the utility
adjusts based upon billing period.

Mr. Crumlin asked whether the adjusbnent is based on the CAP? rate? Ms. Adams
responded that the adjustment is on the whole rate.
Ms. Adams testified that DC Water reversed its grant of a credit to the customer's
account because the customer wanted an administrative hearing. She indicated that the
adjustment had been $ I 82.54 for the period 5/20/2018 to 6/2012019. Ms. Arrington interjected
and conJinned that the adjustment had been reversed; she asserted that the new adjushent is
$133.68, thus reducing the adjustuent by $48.86.
The customer requests restoration of the original adjustment.
Based upon the foregoing testimony and evidence adduced during the hearing, the
Hearing Offrcer makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

l.

The property involved is a single-farrrily home owned by
.
(Testimony of
)
2. Theperiodsindisputeare5/l4l20l8to6/21/2018,2/2512019to212512019and5123/19612A12019. (The record in this matter)
3. The customer contacted DC Water to dispute three (3) specific dates/charges on which
she noticed significantly increased water usage. The dates were: 5/24/18;2/10/19 and
2lllll9. (See, Administrative Hearing Petition by
dated 4l24ll9)
4. DC Water declared the cu$tomer's dispute of charges incuned for bill dated 6/21/2018
for the biling period 5118/2018 to 6/21/2018 to be untimely. (DC Water Investigation
Letter dated 8 / 14 12019)
5. DC Water investigated the customer's dispute of charges reflected on the bill dated
212512019 and determined that the charges were valid and no adjustrnent of the
customer's account was warranted. @C Water Investigation Letter dated 4/2/2019)
6. The customer requested an administrative hearing by petition dated4/24/19 and marked
received by DC Water on 5/22119. (See, Administrative Hearing Petition by
dated 4/24119)
7. DC Water conducted an interior audit and underground inspection for leaks at the
customer's home and no leaks were found. (Testimony of the parties)
8. DC Water pulled the customer's water meter for testing and the meter was determined to
have l023Yo accuracy which is below the accepted rate of accuracy for water meters.
(Testimony of Kimberly Anington)
9. DC Water detemrined that the water meter failed its meter test and as such, the customer
was entitled to an adjustment of her account. (Testimony of Kimberly Anington)
10. DC Water advised the customerthat its adjustment of her account went beyond her
original dispute and that it adjusted 3 billing periods as opposed to 2 billing periods. (DC
Water lnteraction RecordsA.{otes History datedNovember 8, 2019)
I l. DC Water adjusted the customer's account for the periods ll25/19 to 2125119, 5l23lI9 to
6/24/19 and 5/18/18 to 6Dlll8. (Testimony of June Adams)

Bill Summary dated 1116/20 and
reflected that bills corrected were for 512018 to 2/2019 in the arnount of $133.68 credit
and lll20l9 to 12/2019 in the amount of $107.10. (See Bill Summary dated,l/16/20)
13. DC Water advised the customer that because it had adjusted her account, it would not
honor her Petition for a hearing. (DC Water Interaction Records/Notes History dated
12. The customer's account adjustrnent appeared on the

November 8,2019)
14. DC Water, unilaterally, cancelled the customer's scheduled administrative hearing and
the customer objected to the cancellation of her hearing and demanded that the hearing go
forward. (DC Water Interaction RecordsA.{otes History datedNovember 8, 2019)
15. Following the customer's continued demand for an administative hearing despite the
account adjustment. DC Water cancelled the adjustnent of her account. (Testimony of
June Adams and Kimberly Arrington)
16. DC Water justified the cancellation of the account adjustrnent made to the customer's
account as reflected on the bil dated 111620 stating that the adjushnent having been an
offer of settlement in lieu of hearing and because the customer rejected the settlement and
wanted to proceed with the administative hearing, the utility was justified in retracting
the settlement offer. (Testimony of Kimberly Anington)
17. At hearing, DC Water stated that the customer was only entitled to adjustment of her
account in the amount of $133.68 as opposed to $182.54 as originally credited to the
customer's account. (See @C Water Interaction RecordsAlotes History dated l/t712020
by Kimberly Arrington to
)
18. DC Water asserted that the customer wanted her account adjusfinent to extend to back to
5 / 17 /2017 thtu l0 /23 /20 I 9. (Testimony of Kimberly Arrington)
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I

.

2.

The burden of proof is on the customer to show, by a preponderance of evidence, that the
decision of DC Water is incorrect. (21 DCMR 420.7 and 420.8)

DC Water is obligated to investigate a challenge to a bill by doing any or all of the
following:
(a) Verify the computations made in the forrnulation of the water and sewer
charges;

(b) Veri& the meter reading for possible meter ovenead or douftful regisftation;
(c) If feasible, check the premises for leaking fixtures, underground invisible
leaks, and house-side connection leaks;
(d) Check the meter for malfunction;

(e) Check the water-cooled air condifioning system, if any, for malfunction; and
(D Make a reasonable investigation of any facts asserted by the owner or
occupant which are material to the determination of a correct bill.
See,2l DCMR 403.

3.

An owner or occupant may challenge the most recent charges assessed by DC Water for
water, sewer and groundwater sewer service by either:

(a) Paying the bill, and notifring WASA in writing that he or she believes the bill to be
incorrect and is paying under protest; or
(b) Not paying the current charges contained in the bill and notiffing WASA in writing,
within ten (10) working days after receipt of the bill of the reason(s) why the bill is
believed to be incorrect.

4.

(See,2l DCMR $402)
"Challenges received after the ten-day (10) period stated in $402.1
have been filed in an untimely manner...."

5.

be deemed to

Upon completion of the investigation, the Utility shall issue a written decision containing
a brief description of the investigation and findings. (21 DCMR 404.1)

6. On the basis of the investigation and findings, the Utility
7.

will

2l DCMR 9402.2

shall make appropriate

adjustments to the bill for water or sevrer charges... (See, 21 DCMR 404.2)
21 DCMR 405 Adjustment for Meter or Computation Errors

405.1 If the investigation discloses meter overread or faulty computations,

adjustrnent(s)

shall be made to reflect the correct charges, as indicated by the correct reading or
corrected computations.
405.2 If the investigation reveals doubtful meter registration or possible meter
malfirnction, the Department shall remove the meter and test it.
405.3 If the results of the tests under $405.2 veriff doubtful registration or meter
malfunction, the bill shall be adjusted to equal the average consumption of water at the
same premises for up to three (3) previous comparable periods for which records are
available.

8.

DC Water is granted the authority to establish, adjust, levy, collect and abate charges for
services, facilities, or commodities furnished or supplied by it, pursuant to D.C. Code

534-2202.03(tr)
9- DC Water has dispute processing rules that limit the time in which a customer may
dispute bill charges, as well as, request an administative hearing. Ten (10) working days
after receipt of the bill is the time within which a customer may dispute a bill that the
customer fails to pay. (See, 21 DCMR 5402.2) 15 calendar days of the utility's decision
regarding a bill dispute is the time limit within which a customer may request an
administrative heming.
10. The D.C. Court of Appeals has ruled that DC Water may waive the time limits but if the
utility elects not to do so, a customer who fails to meet the set time limits loses his right
to dispute a bill and/or request and have an administative hearing. (See, Gatewood v. DC
WASA, 82 A.3d 41, D.C. Court of Appeals 2Al3)
DECISION
The water meter at the customer's home failed testing and pursuant to regulations, the
customer was entitled to an adjustnent of her account and the utility adjusted the customer's
account prior to the administative hearing as reflected on the customer's bill dated l/16/20.

After having declared that the customer's dispute of the June 2018 bill was untimely, DC
Water extended its adjustment of the customer's account to include adjustnent of the June 2018
bill charges, in additionto adjustment of the charges in the disputed bills dated 6/2412019 and
2/25/2019.
DC Water, ther; cancelled the adjustment already made to the customer's account and
advised the customer that it would not adjust the chmges of June 2018 bill in that the customer
maintained her request for an administrative hearing, not because she rejected the adjushent
granted but because she believed that she should have been entifled to an extended period of
adjusment than that accepted by the utility. The issue is- was DC Water's cancellation of the
account adjusfinent credited as reflected on the customer's bilt dated 1116/20 proper based upon
the facts of this case? The Hearing Officer deterrnines that the action of the utility was not
proper and having granted the adjustnent to the customer's account, the adjustment should be
restored, in full, to the customer's account.
The D.C. Court of Appeals in the Gatewood vs D.C. WAS,Au supra, ruled that the time
limits found in the municipal regulations applicable to DC Water were nrle processing rules
which meant that the rules were not jurisdictional or absolute bars if not enforced by the utility
and that DC Water could waive the time limits for the dispute of abill and for requesting an
adrninishative hearing. In this instance, DC Water, having declared the dispute of the June 2018
bill to be rurtimely, then, granted to the customer an adjustment of the bill. The act of including
the bill for adjustment is a waiver of the time limitation for its dispub. During the hearing, DC
Water asserted that the adjustrnent was a settlement offer rejected by the customer and, as such,
the offer was not binding upon the utility- Using an analory of basemen! if the hitter of swings
the bat too far, he commits to the swing and he is out if he misses the ball. Here, not only did DC
Water offer the account adjustnent, it adjusted the customer's account. The utility committed to
the adjushent of the customer's account and waived the untimeliness of the dispute.

With respect to the customer's demand that the account be adjusted for the entire time
that the water meter was at the property, the Hearing Officer finds to basis forthe relief
requested. First, there was no evidence or testimony as to how long the water meter may have
been registering water usage above the accepted standard of accuracy. Second, the customer did
not dispute the charges other than the charges at issue as adjusted by the utility. As stated above,
a customer has a right to dispute charges by the utility pursuant to 21 DCMR $402. The customer
failed to dispute the bill charges in a timely reason and DC \Mater has not and does not waive the
time limit for bill disputes regarding the entire period of the life ofthe water meter at the
property. Accordingly, tte customer is time barredBased upon the foregoing, DC Water is directed to restore the adjustment to the
customer's account as reflected in the Bill Sunrnry datad 1116120. The customer's demand that
the account be furtlrer adjusted back to 5ll7l20l7 is denied.

By

w.

Officer

zo7-O

Copies to:

Nash Sfieet, NE
Washington" DC 20019
Grace Soderburg Esq.
Assistant People's Counsel
ll33 15t Sftet,NW, #500
Washington, DC 20005 -27 l0

BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES

IN RE:
24te Street,

NE

Account No:

Washington, DC 20011

Amount in Dispute: $3,588.85

Billing Periods:
ORDER
This matter comes before the Hearing Officer upon a Motion to Dismiss Administrative
Hearing Petition by the District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water). The
Hearing Offrcer has reviewed the customer's Administuative Hearing Petition and letter dated
August 31, 2018, the Investigative Report, and considered the representations of the motion and
customer emails to the utility.
Based upon the foregoing, the Hearing Offrcer finds that the customer has failed to file a
Petition upon which relief can be granted and, moreover, the Petitioner failed to request file a
timely hearing demand and, as such, the Motion to Dismiss Administrative Hearing Petition
should be and hereby is GRANTED.

Petitioners rented the Properly to a tenant who has a history of being in arrears of
payment of water and sewer usage service charges. The customer recounts numerous times that
the tenant has been in arrears, liens were placed upon the property and the tenants has satisfied
the arrearage. The customer complains that DC Water did not terminate service to the properly
most recently after being requested to do so in February 2018. Accoiding to the customer's
representations, DC Water disconnected service to the property on March 17,20l8,only to have
the senrice turned back on without utility authority in April 2018. The customer represents that
DC Water removed the water meter from the property on June 2l,Z0lB.

DC Water placed a lien upon the property for unpaid water and sanitary sewer charges
and, it appears that the property was sold and the utility paid for its senrices from the sale of the
property.
The customer makes no allegation that the tenant did not use the water as charged or that
the bill(s) upon which the lien was based was incorrect. The essence of the customer's complaint
is that she should be relieved from responsibility (l) because the tenant incurred the charges and
was responsible for paying the water and sewer service charges, and (2) she requested DC Water
to terrninate service to the property.

DC Water has authority to file a lien against real property when the water and sewer bill
is remains unsatisfied for 60 days or more. (See, Section34-2202 of the DC Code) The property
owner is provided written notice of intent to file a lien and the municipal regulations provide for
the sale of the property at ta>r sale if the lien is not satisfied. (See, DCMR Title 21 5427) A

tenant's failure to pay water and sewer charges does not absolve the owner of liability and an
owner's request to DC Water to terminate service to the property does not absolve the owner of

liability.

Just as the customer complains that DC Water was aware of the tenant's poorhistory of
payment of water and sewer charges, the owner continued to rent the property to the tenant and
rely upon the tenant to pay the water and sewer charges when it was well known of the tenant's
poor payment history. The rent agreement is between property ownor and tenant; DC Water is
not a party to any lease agreement and has no responsibility to enforce a tenant's obligations to a
landlord including an agteement to be responsible for payment of water and sewer charges. In
this case, the customer failed to mitigate her own loss by failing to enforce the rental agreement.
Pursuant to the municipal regulations, aproperty owner may request terrnination of water
and sewer service under cerlain circumstances when properfy is tenant occupied. (See 2l DCMR
5426) As noted above, the utility was requested in February 2018 to tenninate service due to an
outstanding delinquent balance on the account and the utility did terminate service in
March 2018. According to the owner, service was restored to the property without authorization
of the utitity in April 2018 and the utility removed the water meter, thus, terminating service in
June 2018. The Hearing Officer finds no unreasonable delay by DC Water in responding to the
owner's request for termination of service.

The customer failed to timely dispute the billsAiens and the customer's request for
hearing was not timely filed. The Petition was filed in July 2019 relating to charges dating back
to year 2018 and earlier. As asserted by the utility in its motion to dismiss, ifpetitioners wished
to challenge water bills, such slaims are untimely ifthe customer fails to dispute the bill within
ten working days of receipt ofthe bill or fails to pay the bill. (See, 2l DCMR $ 402) Andthe
petition to request a hearing is untimely if the customer fails to file a petition within fifteen days
of General Manager's
a bitl dispute. (see, 2l DCMR $409). Clearly, the
petitioner failed to dispute the water bills which constituted the basis for the liens against the
property in a timely mann€r and the request for a hearing was made over a year after service was
terminated at the property.

decision

For the above treasons, the Motion to Dismiss Adminishative Hearing Petition is
GRAI.ITED and the Petition for Adminishative Hearing is DISMISSED.

w.
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BEFORE TTIE DISTRICT OF COLT]MBIA WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICES
IN RE:
7n,FL Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Service Address:
16th Street,

NW

Account

No

Amount in Dispute: $1,190.66

Billing Period: July 2019
ORDER
This matter comes before the Hearing Officer upon a Motion to Dismiss Adminishative
Hearing Petition by the Distict of Columbia Wder and Sewer Authority (DC Water). The
Hearing Officerhas reviewed the customer's Administrative Hearing Petition, the Investigative
R"pott, and customer contacts with DC Water.
Based upon the foregoing, the Hearing Officer finds that the customer has failed to file a
timely hearing demand an4 as such, the Motion to Dismiss Administrative Hearing Petition
should be and hereby is GRANTED.
Based upon atelephone call by the customer's tenan! DC Water initiated and conducted
ofthe July 2Ol9 bill charges. The utility issued its Investigative Report with a
letter daied October 28 2019 advising the customer of his right to request an adminis64iys
hearing and that the Petition had to be filed within l5 calendar days ofthe dare of the report The
an investigation

customer filed a Petition for Administative Hearing on December

l2,z0lg.

21 DCMR $412 is a dispute processing nrle and limits the time in which a customer may
request an adminishative heaing to 15 calendar days of the utilit5r's decision regarding a bill
dispute. The D.C. Court of Appeals has ruled that DC Wars may waive the time limit but ifthe
utility elects not to do so, a customer who fails to file withio the set time limit loses his right to
an adminishative heariry. (See, fuewood v. DC WASA, 82 A.3d 41, D.C. Corut of Appeals
2013) kt this case, ovetr six weeks elapsed before the customer filed his Petition and the utility
has not waived its time limitation- As such, the Petition was untimely and DC Wafer has no

obligation to allow the customer to pur$e the dispute.

W. Blassingame
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